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English Summary 

Liquid crystal materials are mostly known by their applications in 

display devices. In these applications the electro optic property of liquid 

crystals is used to change the optical transmission in the pixels of the 

liquid crystal display. The electro optic property of liquid crystals arises 

from the electrical and optical anisotropy of the liquid crystal material. 

Due to their dielectric anisotropy, an applied electric field gives a torque 

which tent to align the molecules along the electric field. Without an 

electric field, the molecules reorient back to their equilibrium orientation, 

determined by the boundary conditions. The polarization of an optical 

wave that travels through the liquid crystal material changes during 

propagation and this effect depends on the orientation of the molecules. 

The polarization change of the light can be visualized by using a 

polarizer in front of the liquid crystal device and an analyzer which is 

placed at the other side. Usually crossed polarizers are used. 

The demand for clinical diagnostic devices encouraged the liquid 

crystal research group to start a research track in the field of liquid 

crystal biosensors. Such devices rely on the interaction between a liquid 

crystal film and bio-chemical molecules dissolved in water. In contrast to 

liquid crystal electro optic devices which are confined between two 

substrates, a nematic liquid crystal biosensor uses a single substrate 

and the liquid crystal/air or liquid crystal/aqueous interface as the 

sensing interface. The biological components in aqueous solution are 

introduced into the device and affect the liquid crystal/aqueous interface. 

The interactions occurring at this interface can be detected because a 

change in orientation of the liquid crystal molecules at the interface is 
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transferred to the bulk. It is important to understand the interactions at 

the sensing interface and to understand its effect on the orientation in 

the bulk. I started my PhD research by investigating the physical 

phenomena that are occurring when depositing of a water drop on thin 

film of liquid crystal. This configuration is interesting to understand the 

interaction of biological species in an aqueous solution in contact with 

different liquid crystals. Next I continued my investigation with studying 

the combinations of different substrates and liquid crystals. It is shown 

that the alignment of the liquid crystal molecules near the boundary 

conditions has a strong influence on the effects that are occurring. 

In this work, several commercial liquid crystals are used in the 

experiments. 6CHBT and 5CB are two pure nematic liquid crystals and 

E7 and TL205 are a mixture of different molecules. TL205 is considered 

due to its nontoxic property which is important when working with living 

cells. Since one of the boundaries is a sensing interface, it is important 

to have very good control on the alignment of liquid crystals near the 

other boundaries (usually a glass-liquid crystal interface). Different 

chemical materials and physical techniques are introduced to control the 

orientation of liquid crystals near the glass-liquid crystal interface. 

Alignment materials on the substrate can induce either parallel (Planar) 

or perpendicular orientation (Homeotropic) to liquid crystal molecules. 

Planar alignment materials used in this work are PI-2610, Nylon and 

glass. Homeotropic alignment materials are ITO, HTAB, OTS and 

SE1211. 

In a first step, the interactions at the liquid crystal-aqueous interface 

are examined by using a polarization microscope. In a second step a 

photonic integrated circuit was used. A polarization microscope consists 
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of a linearly polarized light source, a rotatable stage to put the liquid 

crystal sample for examination and another polarizer (the analyzer) 

oriented perpendicular to the polarization after the first polarizer. The 

part of light source that does not propagate through the liquid crystal 

layer is blocked by crossed polarizer and looks dark. On the other hand, 

the part of light that propagates through the liquid crystal film appears 

colored due the optical anisotropy of liquid crystal materials.  

In literature, previous results in this field are shown for liquid crystal 

containers in the order of a few hundred micrometers. In this PhD, liquid 

crystal micro-containers in the order of few tens of micrometers are 

used. The liquid crystal micro container provides possibility for the 

integration of a larger number of sensing elements per unit surface area. 

Furthermore, these smaller cavity sizes are compatible with integrated 

photonic circuits based on the electro optic tuning of waveguide 

properties. The micro containers are fabricated with a Focused ion beam 

machine (FIB) while an ion exchange process is used for the fabrication 

of the optical waveguides in glass. Ion exchanged waveguides are 

inexpensive while the refractive indices obtained with this method are 

compatible with the refractive index of liquid crystals. 

The experimental work at the start of this PhD was devoted to 

studying water drops on liquid crystal thin films. It was found that the 

elastic distortion energy is responsible for obtaining a stable thin liquid 

crystal film under the water drop. A simple theoretical model based on 

the minimization of the elastic energy and the gravitational energy of the 

water drop can predict the thickness of the liquid crystal layer accurately.  

Additionally, it was found that the hydrophobic/hydrophilic character of 

the liquid crystal boundary is linked with the way that the liquid crystal 
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orients at this boundary (being either planar or homeoptropic).  

Studies on the sensing interface of the liquid crystal have revealed a 

simple way to describe the relation between the orientation of the liquid 

crystal and the concentration of target surfactants. It appears that the 

concentration of surfactants can be modeled with one parameter for the 

surface anchoring energy. Through this model quantitative 

measurements can be done. It is illustrated with a simple theoretical 

model that a wide range of quantitative measurements are possible by 

using two types of liquid crystal cells, one with planar equilibrium 

orientation and another with perpendicular. 

In a last step, the assessment of such a liquid crystal sensor in an 

integrated photonic circuit is carried out. Simulations and fabrication 

steps are presented. The structure consists of a small cavity in a graded 

index glass waveguide. This cavity is filled with nematic liquid crystal, 

and the upper interface of the liquid crystal as the sensing surface is in 

contact with an aqueous solution. It is showed that this design can be 

used to detect changes at the sensing interface by looking at changes of 

the output power. It is demonstrated that measurement of the phase 

difference of the light is a better way to monitor the presence of 

surfactant in water, for example by using an interferometric photonic 

device, such as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 

Extensive numerical modeling of the experimental configurations is 

performed partially with programs that are implemented by me and 

programs that are available through international cooperation with 

another research group. In the modeling I simulate the liquid crystal 

director orientation and the light propagation inside the liquid crystal 

sensor. With this modeling it is possible to explain the experiments and 
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refine the sensor design. The simulation methods are separated in two 

parts. First, the liquid crystal interaction and orientation at the sensing 

interface and the volume of liquid crystal is calculated. It is based on 

liquid crystal director orientation models. The orientation of liquid crystal 

is found by minimizing the elastic free energy in the volume and the 

surface energy at the boundaries of the liquid crystal medium. Second, 

the optical propagation is studied for the two approaches in this PhD, 

either with the Jones matrix method or the finite difference time domain 

(FDTD) method. The Jones matrix method is used to calculate the 

optical transmission through the liquid crystal film from the modeled 

director distribution. The FDTD method is a full wave method to solve 

electrodynamic problems numerically. It is based on discretisation of 

Maxwell’s equations in the time domain and three spatial dimension. The 

FDTD method is capable of simulating accurately optical phenomena 

due to gradients of the directors and effect of boundaries. The FDTD 

simulator for fully anisotropic materials is developed within this work. 
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Samenvatting 

Vloeibare kristallen zijn vooral gekend omwille van het gebruik in 

beeldschermtoepassingen. In deze toepassingen wordt gebruik gemaakt 

van hun unieke elektro-optische eigenschappen om de optische 

transmissie te veranderen in de pixels van een vloeibaar 

kristalbeeldscherm. De elektro-optische eigenschappen vinden hun 

oorsprong in de elektrische en optische anisotropie van het materiaal. 

De diëlektrische anisotropie bij lage frequenties zorgt ervoor dat een 

koppel wordt uitgeoefend op het materiaal zodat de moleculen zich 

parallel proberen te richten langs het aangelegde elektrische veld. 

Zonder elektrisch veld oriënteren de molecules zich volgens een zekere 

evenwichtsoriëntatie, die bepaald wordt door de randoppervlakken. De 

polarisatie van een optische golf die zich voortplant door het vloeibaar 

kristalmedium verandert langs de voortplantingsrichting en deze 

veranderingen worden bepaald door de richting van de moleculen t.o.v. 

het optische elektrische veld. De polarisatieverandering kan 

gevisualiseerd worden door gekruiste polarisatoren te gebruiken. Eén 

polarisator wordt voor het vloeibaar kristal geplaatst, terwijl de andere 

erna wordt geplaatst. 

De sterke vraag naar nieuwe detectiemethoden voor klinische 

diagnostiek was de motivatie van de onderzoeksgroep om onderzoek te 

starten naar biosensors op basis van vloeibare kristallen. Het principe 

van deze sensors is gebaseerd op de interactie van een vloeibaar 

kristalfilm met biologische en chemische moleculen die opgelost zijn in 

water. In tegenstelling tot de meeste toepassingen waarin vloeibare 

kristallen opgesloten zitten tussen twee vlakke substraten gebruikt de 
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vloeibaar kristal biosensor één enkel substraat, terwijl de andere zijde in 

contact staat met lucht of een waterige oplossing dat dienst doet als 

sensoroppervlak. Biologische componenten die opgelost zijn in water 

komen in contact met het vloeibaar kristal aan dit oppervlak, wat de 

oriëntatie van de vloeibaar kristalmoleculen aan het oppervlak 

beïnvloedt. Deze interacties kunnen gedetecteerd worden omdat een 

verandering van oriëntatie aan het oppervlak wordt doorgegeven aan de 

rest van het materiaal omwille van de elastische eigenschappen van het 

materiaal. Het is belangrijk om te weten op welke manier de effecten 

aan het oppervlak de volledige oriëntatie van het vloeibaar kristal 

beïnvloeden. Voor mijn doctoraat ben ik gestart met het onderzoeken 

van de fysische effecten die optreden wanneer een waterdruppel wordt 

aangebracht op een dunne laag vloeibaar kristal. Deze configuratie kan 

gebruikt worden om de interactie tussen biologische componenten in 

waterige oplossing en vloeibaar kristal te onderzoeken. Vervolgens heb 

ik de combinatie van vloeibare kristallen met verschillende oppervlakken 

onderzocht. Onder andere heb ik gezien dat de alignering van het 

vloeibaar kristal aan het oppervlak een grote invloed heeft op de rest 

van het vloeibaar kristal. 

In dit werk werden verschillende commercieel beschikbare vloeibare 

kristallen gebruikt. 6CHBT en 5CB zijn twee pure nematische vloeibare 

kristallen, terwijl E7 en TL205 mengsels zijn van verschillende 

moleculen. TL205 is interessant voor verdere biologische experimenten 

met levende cellen omdat dit het minst toxisch is. Eén van de 

oppervlakken dat het vloeibaar kristal omsluit wordt gebruikt als 

sensoroppervlak. Daarom is het belangrijk om zeer goed te weten hoe 

de alignering van het vloeibaar kristal is aan de andere oppervlakken 
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(typisch de glas-vloeibaar kristal interface). Verschillende chemische 

materialen en fysische technieken werden gebruikt om het vloeibaar 

kristal te aligneren aan het glas-vloeibaar kristaloppervlak. De alignering 

van het vloeibaar kristal is ofwel parallel met het oppervlak (planair) of 

loodrecht op het oppervlak (homeotroop). Materialen die planaire 

alignering geven zijn onder andere PI-2160, Nylon en glas. 

Homeoptrope alignering kan bekomen worden met ITO, OTS en SE-

1211. 

Om de interacties aan het vloeibaar kristal - water oppervlak te 

onderzoeken werd eerst gebruik gemaakt van een 

polarisatiemicroscoop. Vervolgens werd een geïntegreerd fotonisch 

circuit gebruikt. Een polarisatiemicroscoop gebruikt een lineair 

gepolariseerde lichtbundel, een roteerbaar platform om de substraten op 

te leggen en een polarisator die loodrecht georiënteerd is op de 

polarisatie van het inkomende licht. Licht dat niet door het vloeibaar 

kristal propageert ondergaat geen verandering van polarisatie en dit 

gedeelte ziet er zwart uit onder de microscoop. Licht dat wel door het 

vloeibaar kristal propageert ondergaat een verandering in polarisatie en 

zal er gekleurd uitzien dankzij de anisotropie van het vloeibaar kristal. 

In de literatuur werden gelijkaardige resultaten getoond voor 

caviteiten met vloeibaar kristal die enkele honderden micrometer groot 

waren. In dit doctoraat worden micro-caviteiten gebruikt die slechts 

enkele tientallen micrometer groot zijn. Deze kleine afmetingen zijn 

compatibel met geïntegreerde fotonische circuits. Deze caviteiten 

worden gemaakt met een Focused-Ion-Beam apparaat (FIB), terwijl een 

ion exchange proces wordt gebruikt om de golfgeleiders te definiëren in 

glas. De golfgeleiders die op deze manier worden gemaakt zijn 
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goedkoop en vertonen een brekingsindex die compatibel is met de 

brekingsindex van vloeibare kristallen. 

Het experimentele werk aan het begin van dit doctoraat werd gewijd 

aan de studie van waterdruppels op een vloeibaar kristalfilm. Het blijkt 

dat de elastische vervormingenergie verantwoordelijk is voor het 

behouden van een stabiele laag vloeibaar kristal onder de waterdruppel. 

Een eenvoudig theoretisch model gebaseerd op de minimalisatie van de 

elastische energie van het vloeibaar kristal  en de potentiële energie van 

de waterdruppel geeft een goede schatting van de dikte van de 

vloeibaar kristallaag onder de waterdruppel. Daarnaast is gebleken dat 

het hydrofobe/hydrofiele karakter van het glas – vloeibaar 

kristaloppervlak gerelateerd is met de manier waarop het vloeibaar 

kristal zich oriënteert aan dit oppervlak (ofwel planair ofwel 

homeoptroop). 

De studie van het sensoroppervlak heeft geleid tot een simpel 

model om de relatie te beschrijven tussen de oriëntatie van het vloeibaar 

kristal en de concentratie van de te detecteren surfactanten in water. Het 

blijkt dat de concentratie van surfactanten kan gemodeleerd worden met 

één parameter voor de oppervlakte-verankeringsenergie. Met dit model 

kunnen kwantitatieve metingen uitgevoerd worden. Een simpel 

theoretisch model toon aan dat een groot kwantitatief bereik mogelijk is 

wanneer twee verschillende cellen gebruikt worden, namelijk één met 

planaire oriëntatie en één met loodrechte oriëntatie. 

In een laatste stap werd de vloeibaar kristalsensor in een 

geïntegreerd fotonisch circuit geïmplementeerd. De fabricagemethode 

wordt uitvoerig besproken en simulaties werden uitgevoerd voor het 

ontwerp. De structuur bestaat uit een kleine caviteit in een 
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glasgolfgeleider met variërend indexprofiel. De caviteit is gevuld met 

nematisch vloeibaar kristal en het bovenste oppervlak is het 

sensoroppervlak dat in contact staat het de waterige oplossing. Er wordt 

aangetoond dat dit ontwerp kan gebruikt worden om veranderingen te 

detecteren aan het sensoroppervlak door het optische vermogen te 

meten dat uit de golfgeleider komt. Metingen van de fase van het licht 

dat uit de golfgeleider komt is een veel nauwkeurigere manier om de 

hoeveelheid surfactant in water te meten met behulp van interferometrie, 

zoals met een Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 

Uitgebreide numerieke simulaties van de experimentele 

configuraties werden uitgevoerd, gedeeltelijk met programma’s die door 

mijzelf ontwikkeld werden en gedeeltelijk met programma’s die 

beschikbaar zijn via internationale wetenschappelijke samenwerking met 

een andere onderzoeksgroep. De simulaties bestaan uit de berekening 

van de vloeibaar kristaloriëntatie en de lichtpropagatie in de vloeibaar 

kristalcaviteit. Met deze simulaties is het mogelijk om de experimentele 

resultaten te verklaren en om het ontwerp verder te verbeteren. De 

simulatie van de vloeibaar kristaloriëntatie gebruikt een waarde voor de 

verankeringenergie aan het sensoroppervlak om de oriëntatie in de  

volledige caviteit te berekenen. Deze berekening gebeurt door de 

minimalisatie van de elastische energie in het volume en de oppervlakte-

energie. De optische propagatie door de caviteit gebeurt enerzijds met 

de eenvoudige Jones methode voor ééndimensionale situaties en 

anderzijds met de Finite Difference Time Domain methode (FDTD). 

Deze FDTD methode wordt gebruikt voor driedimensionale problemen, 

waarbij het volledige vectoriële karakter van het licht in rekening wordt 

gebracht. De vergelijkingen van Maxwell worden gediscretiseerd in 
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zowel het tijdsdomein als in de drie ruimtelijke dimensies. Deze FDTD 

methode voor volledig anisotrope materialen werd ontwikkeld tijdens 

mijn doctoraatsstudie. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

A biosensor is a device for detecting biochemical components or 

biomaterials such as biomolecules, viruses, bacteria or DNA. Biosensors are 

based on a large variety of detection mechanisms and sensing principles such 

as optical, plasmonic or electrochemical. A so-called “lab-on-a-chip” biosensor 

is a miniature device which can detect several biological components 

simultaneously. Initially many lab-on-a-chips were realized in silicon. Because 

of demands of lower cost and simple processing, some labs-on-a-chip have 

been developed on materials such as glass, ceramics, PDMS and liquid 

crystals. They are used in different applications like blood sample screening 

and biochemical assays. The liquid crystal based lab-on-a-chip biosensors 

have possibilities for a promising future. This chapter shows the progress in 

liquid crystal biosensing through a literature review. Then the approach of my 

PhD for an innovative photonic lab-on-a-chip liquid crystal biosensor is 

presented. I propose a waveguide-based liquid crystal device for the detection 

of molecules at the water/liquid crystal interface. The structure consists of a 

small cavity in a graded index glass waveguide. This cavity is filled with 

nematic liquid crystal, and the upper interface of the liquid crystal is in contact 

with an aqueous solution. The upper interface is the sensing surface. This 

chapter provides the necessary background and describes the nematic liquid 

crystal biosensing principles and techniques, which is the motivation for my 

work. An overview of my research will be outlined in this chapter. 

Experiments show that the presence of target molecules in water can lead 

to a reorientation of the liquid crystal at the interface with water. This is 

detected as a change in light transmission by a CCD camera. The orientation 

of the liquid crystal and the transmission of light through the liquid crystal filled 
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cavity can be simulated numerically, and the numerical results are in good 

agreement with the experiments. 
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1.1 Nematic Liquid Crystal Biosensor 

Organic liquid crystal molecules are divided into thermotropic and 

lyotropic types with regard to the cause of their phase transition. Thermotropic 

liquid crystals show a phase transition as temperature is changed. Lyotropic 

liquid crystals show phase transitions by both temperature and concentration 

of the liquid crystal molecules in a solvent. Lyotropic liquid crystals have been 

used as an amplifying medium in real-time biosensors [1-2]. In this type of 

biosensors, bacteria, viruses and their antibodies do not change the lyotropic 

liquid crystal orientation on their own. However, once the antibodies bind with 

the antigen of the target bacteria or virus, they form immune aggregates that 

change the lyotropic liquid crystals orientation. The distortion can be visualized 

in polarization microscopy similarly to the switching in a liquid crystal display 

by a voltage. Nematic liquid crystals for use in biosensing has attracted a lot of 

attention after Abbott’s and coworkers’ publications [3] in which they 

demonstrated the sensing of bio-molecules. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic 

of the nematic liquid crystal biosensing approach. A receptor is bound onto the 

liquid crystal/aqueous interface, and the director of the liquid crystal is 

distorted by aggregation of the receptor to the target bio-molecule. The liquid 

crystal at the surface is deviated from the initial arrangement and this 

distortion is amplified by the elastic properties of the liquid crystal material.  

A widely used model system in this research field is the crystallization of 

Avidin components such as Streptavidin on a liquid crystal layer. Streptavidin 

is a protein molecule whose crystallization on a lipid monolayer is a well 

defined model system for studying biological and chemical phenomena and 

protein– protein and protein–lipid molecular recognition (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1 
Binding of biomolecules at the surface, followed by nematic liquid crystal 
reorientation at the interface is amplified due to the elastic properties of 
liquid crystal material. 
 

 

 

Figure 2 
Two dimensional streptavidin crystals. Bar is 100 µm. [4] 
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Streptavidin crystals grown on a lipid monolayer form 2D arrays of molecules 

confined to monolayers. The 2D crystallization is not affected by gravity. This 

is an important advantage in contrast to 3D crystallography. An air–water 

interface or a solid surface can be used as a template in this technique [5]. 

Thanks to this technique, Brake and Abbott have developed an experimental 

system to amplify crystallization and bindings of Avidin on a lipid monolayer 

spread on a nematic liquid crystal thin film [6-7].  

Nematic liquid crystals are organic anisotropic liquids. The molecules are 

typically elongated and the orientational order leads to crystalline properties. 

The unique property of liquid crystal that makes it interesting for biosensing is 

the combination of its inherent birefringence and elastic properties. The 

birefringence of liquid crystals enables to visualize the orientation of the liquid 

crystal in the bulk. The elastic properties amplify the response of the surface 

interaction to a reorientation in the bulk. The important point of a successful 

biosensor is the predictability and controllability at the interface between the 

liquid crystal and the target biomaterials.  

Two liquid crystals that are mostly used by Abbott and coworkers are 5CB 

which is a pure nematic liquid crystal and a mixture called TL205. The 

structure of liquid crystals and their physical properties are discussed in detail 

in chapter two. The group of Abbott has investigated the changes in 

orientation of liquid crystal film with the introduction of phospholipids at the 

liquid crystal/aqueous interface. At a pure liquid crystal/water interface, the 

liquid crystal molecules tend to align planar to the surface. When dissolving 

phospholipid molecules in a buffer solution and introducing it to the liquid 

crystal interface the orientation of the liquid crystal is changed. The deposition 

of phospholipids on the interface induces an orientational change of the liquid 

crystal toward a perpendicular surface alignment. The orientation change is 
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visible with a polarization microscope [7]. Figure 3 illustrates the optical cell 

used for the observation of this phenomenon. It consists of a modified surface 

glass slide as an alignment substrate and a metallic TEM grid (it is a metallic 

grid and its name originates from the fact that it is often used for transmission 

electron microscopy). The TEM grid prevents liquid crystal from being washed 

away by the aqueous solutions. In the pores of the TEM grid, a thin layer of 

liquid crystal is introduced in order to be reoriented by the liquid 

crystal/aqueous interface and the orientation of the liquid crystal layer is 

observed with polarization microscopy[6].  

Streptavidin binds very strongly to biotin (vitamin H or B7). The 

streptavidin/biotin system is useful for some applications which need a kind of 

‘molecular glue’ to bind one species to other. Numerous biotechnological 

applications and biosensors rely on affinity between streptavidin bound 

molecules and biotinylated molecules such as phospholipids, DNA, Peptides 

or Antibodies [8-9]. The use of biotinylated phospholipid was reported in Ref 

[7]. Specifically Biotin conjugated phopholipids can be used to trigger the 

orientational transition of liquid crystal in biosensing application. In the patent 

filed in 2002 by Abbott a more detailed comment on the nonspecific interaction 

of a biotinylated phospholipid monolayer on the liquid crystal/aqueous 

interface was given [10]. The patent includes the design of the flow cell, the 

specific procedure of receptor biomolecules immobilization at the liquid 

crystal/aqueous interface, the structure of typical modifiers of the liquid crystal 

surface, including receptor biomolecules.   

The adsorption of a synthetic surfactant such as sodium dodecylsulfate 

(SDS) on the liquid crystal-aqueous interface was reported for this biosensor 

[6]. After the introduction of a SDS containing aqueous solution, the liquid - 
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Figure 3 
Liquid crystal fluid cell consisting of a metallic grid and an OTS coated glass. 
The pores of metallic grids are filled with liquid crystal and an aqueous 
biomaterial flow on the liquid crystal interface  

.  
  (a)    (b) 
Figure 4 
5CB liquid crystal filled in a TEM grid and observed under a polarization 
microscope, visualizes the interaction that happens on the top interface of 
liquid crystal. (a) 5CB on OTS immersed in 1mM SDS solution (b) 5CB on 
OTS after exchange of SDS solution with water. 
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crystal molecules possess a homeotropic alignment at the aqueous interface 

(Figure 4). The exchange of the surfactant for DI water can also desorb SDS 

from the interface. During desorption, a change from homeotropic alignment 

(dark image) to planar alignment (color image) is observed by polarization 

microscopy.  

In contrast to SDS, phospholipids adsorbed at the liquid crystal interface 

retain homeotropic anchoring of the liquid crystal after the exchange of the 

solution with pure DI water or a solution free of surfactants. The adsorption of 

surfactants and phospholipids at the interface is predominantly driven by the 

hydrophobic tail length and molecular branching of phospholipids [11-12]. This 

observation indicates that the phospholipids remain irreversibly adsorbed and 

form a stable monomolecular interfacial membrane. Phospholipids with longer 

alkyl chains cannot be adsorbed at the interface alone. A mixture of SDS and 

phospholipids can be used to deliver the phospholipids at the liquid 

crystal/aqueous interface [7, 13] . 

Optical simulation of the liquid crystal biosensor based on Abbott’s 

experiments has been performed using the two-dimensional finite difference 

time domain (FDTD) method [14]. The authors have simulated the liquid 

crystal orientation using the Landau-de Gennes model and subsequently 

inserted the result into the FDTD simulation. The two dimensional FDTD 

computational geometry, used to simulate texture formation of a thin liquid 

crystal film placed between two surfaces, is shown in Figure 5. The 

computation domain consists of two distinct surface regions, a surface without 

bound proteins (NBPR) and surface with bound proteins (BPR). The BPR is 

only present on the bottom surface and we assume that in the BPR region the 

surface coverage (C) of bound protein is continuous. In the X-direction the 

structure is repeated periodically. The ratio of NBPR/BPR at the  
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  (a)     (b) 
Figure 5 
(a)Schematic diagram of the computational geometry of the thin NLC film 
studied in reference [14]. BPR represents the surface on the liquid crystal 
interface with bound protein and NBPR represents the initial surface. (b) The 
transmitted light as a function of the surface coverage of the BPR (C=0-2 µm) 
obtained for λ=600, 500, and 400 nm and liquid crystal thickness is H=4 µm. 

 
 

 
Figure 6 
(a)A micro-ring resonator for biosensing setup. (b)Cross view of a ring 
resonator on SOI substrate with liquid crystal cladding.[15] 

SOI Substrate 

Fluidic 

(a) 

(b) 
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bottom surface is dependent on the concentration of the surfactant in the 

aqueous solution. It is reported that the amount of protein adsorption 

correlates linearly with the average of transmitted light intensity for λ=600, 

500, and 400 nm. The FDTD method is capable to calculate multidirectional 

heterogeneities in the optic axis in contrast to matrix-type methods. 

During my PhD, I have developed a three-dimensional FDTD code with 

the capability of anisotropy and optical dispersion to analyze optical 

propagation in three-dimensional space. The concentration of surfactant in 

aqueous solution is modeled by the parameter of weak surface anchoring 

energy, and the orientation of the liquid crystal director is calculated in 3D 

using a program developed at university college of London (UCL) [16]. This 

program models the interaction at the surface by changing surface energy 

instead of working with the coverage percentage like what was done in [14]. 

In conclusion, the advantages of the liquid crystal/aqueous solution 

detecting system are first, the mobility of surfactants at the interface, which 

permits reorganization and formation of domains in the adsorbed monolayer of 

surfactants. Second, the liquid crystal/aqueous interface enables studies of 

the dynamics of adsorption and desorption of amphiphilic molecules (a 

molecule with both hydrophilic (water-loving) and lipophilic (fat-loving) 

properties) in real time. Third, the adsorption of molecules can be detected 

optically with a microscope, or in principle also with the naked eye. A 

disadvantage of this sensor concept is the sensitivity of the fluid liquid 

crystal/aqueous interface convection of the medium and the high 

concentration of amphiphilic molecules which can dissolve in the liquid crystal 

in the solution. The other pitfall is that this sensor cell does not suit for 

integration in LAB-on-a-Chip devices. It needs polarized light with a cross 

polarization component for visualization. In this work a photonic circuit is 
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developed to demonstrate that this principle can be used for Lab-on-a-Chip 

device. 

1.2 LAB-on-a-Chip Liquid Crystal Biosensor  

Various photonic devices use electro-optical properties of liquid crystal 

materials for tuning in integrated optical circuits. The large electro-optic 

response of liquid crystal materials makes them a suitable alternative for 

photonic devices with classic electro-optic materials such as LiNBO3, BaTiO3. 

These devices are either based on an interference or resonance effect. In this 

section, a brief review on liquid crystal tunable photonic circuits and photonic 

Lab-on-a-Chip devices is given, as an introduction for the device which is 

proposed in this work. 

Ring resonators are photonic devices based on a resonance effect which 

occurs when the mode in the waveguide after one round trip in the ring is in 

phase with the original mode [15, 17]. Ring resonators with tunable resonance 

wavelengths are attractive for many applications such as optical networks and 

sensing. Using an appropriate cladding layer on the ring is a key factor for an 

application. The light wave traveling in the ring feels the refractive index of the 

cladding with its evanescent tails. In reference [15], authors have 

demonstrated a miniaturized biosensor based on a micro-ring cavity (Figure 

6). Using Silicon on insulator (SOI), a refractive index change of 10-5 can be 

detected. The cladding layer on the silicon surface can be modified for 

biosensing purposes. Measurements reveal proper operation of the device, 

being able to detect protein concentrations down to 10ng/ml for the large 

avidin molecule.  

Liquid crystal can be used as the cladding of the ring resonator. The liquid 
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crystal director can be controlled by applying an electric field over the liquid 

crystal layer. The liquid crystal director change alters the effective index of the 

propagation mode which has direct influence on the resonance wavelength. In 

the reference [18], authors show the experimental tuning of ring resonator by 

an external electric field. 

A Fabry–Perot resonator is another alternative setup based on resonant 

photonic devices. A Fabry-Perot resonator is composed of two symmetric 

reflectors and a cavity. The length and refractive index of the cavity 

determines the resonance wavelength. A class of Fabry-Perot sensors detects 

chemical and bio-components based on the change of the refractive index in 

the cavity.  

Thanks to optical anisotropic properties, liquid crystal materials can fill the 

Fabry-Perot cavity for tuning the resonance wavelength [19-21]. The 

fabrication process described in these papers uses standard CMOS 

(Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) technology and processes 

(Figure 7). Transmission measurements have been used to characterize the 

liquid crystal filled Fabry-Perot cavity. No signature of Fabry-Perot resonances 

was observed in the empty devices. On the contrary, the devices filled with 

Merck-K21 liquid crystal show typical Fabry-Perot resonance effect. The 

resonance wavelength depends on the optical properties of the liquid crystal in 

the cavity. 

A silicon Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a liquid crystal cladding has 

been reported for switching applications in reference [22-23]. Figure 8 

illustrates the proposed device made by Silicon on Insulator Technology. This 

device consists of two multimode interferometer couplers and two arm 

waveguides. The output light in the ports shows interference between two 

arms by the optical path difference ∆L. In this device a switching operation is 
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realized by a phase change in the arm with the liquid crystal cladding. The 

optical path between input and output ports can be changed by applying a 

voltage on the liquid crystal clad. The phase change of the device is 0.74 π 

rad/mm (1.35mm propagation distance for the π phase change) [23].  
 
 

 

 
Figure 7 
(a) Cross section of a Fabry-Perot structure using liquid crystal cavity 
[20](b) SEM cross section of the fabricated Fabry-Perot within a waveguide, 
Bar is 1 µm[21] 

 
Figure 8 
An optical switching device with liquid crystal cladding based on Mach-
Zehnder principle [22].  

(a) 

(b) 
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1.3 Aim Overview 

In this dissertation two approaches for a nematic liquid crystal biosensor 

are studied. First, the bulk setup proposed by Abbott and Brake is 

investigated. The surface interaction and bulk reorientation is modeled. 

Different alignment layers and liquid crystal anchoring on the grids surface are 

examined. In addition, a new set up is proposed. Second, a liquid crystal 

micro-cavity is designed. The liquid crystal anchoring in the pores is modeled 

in three dimensions and the important parameters for the structure are 

discussed. The optical properties are studied by the Jones matrix method. 

Optical simulation results of the structure are compared with experiments. 

Thanks to finite difference time domain method, a surfactant detector is 

designed and analyzed numerically. The fabrication of a prototype device is 

explained and experimental results are discussed.  

The dissertation is organized to present technical methods in chapter two, 

describing the materials and the main fabrication techniques. In chapter three 

numerical techniques are described starting with liquid crystal modeling and 

followed by optical modeling. Finally in chapter four all numerical and technical 

material comes together to demonstrate the design and fabrication of the 

microstructured liquid crystal sensor. 
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Chapter 2: Materials, Techniques and Tools 

Liquid crystals are a class of materials with properties between solid state 

and liquid state. The physical and optical properties of nematic liquid crystal 

are due to the shape and structure of the organic molecule. Nematic liquid 

crystal molecules have an elongated shape. The molecules have no positional 

order, but they are partly oriented parallel along one direction, which is called 

the director. The direction of liquid crystal can be aligned by an electric or 

magnetic field or by the container surface that is covered with an alignment 

layer. The liquid crystal director can be visualized with a polarization 

microscope. It is also possible to detect the direction of liquid crystal 

orientation with a photonic circuit. In this chapter liquid crystal and alignment 

materials will be introduced, and an optical setup suited for biosensing 

application will be presented. Tools and techniques for prototyping a photonic 

biosensor will be discussed. 
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2.1 Liquid Crystals 

Liquid crystals consist of organic molecules which are elongated in one 

direction. For thermotropic liquid crystals, the molecules will be oriented 

randomly at sufficiently high temperatures. The material is then an isotropic 

liquid. Because of their molecular shape and functionality, in a definite 

temperature range, the molecules are oriented in a way that all the axes are 

more or less lined up along a certain direction. The material is then in the 

nematic liquid crystal phase. The molecules are still able to move around in 

the liquid, but their average orientation remains the same. The typical 

molecular structure of a rod-like liquid crystal molecule is shown in Figure 9. It 

consists of some Benzene Cyclohexane rings which are connected by a 

central linkage group.  

The ring systems provide the short range molecular forces needed to form 

the nematic phase, and also influence the electrical and elastic properties. The 

chemical stability of liquid crystals, their resistance to moisture or ultraviolet 

radiation, depends strongly on the central linkage group. At one side of the 

rings there is a long side chain which strongly affects the elastic constants and 

the transition temperature of the liquid crystal phases. At the other side, a 

terminal group is connected, that influences the dielectric constant and 

anisotropy[24-26].  

A liquid crystal material can have many phases, such as isotropic, 

nematic, smectic, chiral, and solid. Liquid crystal molecules whose phases are 

controlled by temperature are called thermotropic liquid crystals. Other liquid 

crystals exist for which the appearance of phases is controlled by the 

concentration in a solvent, these are lyotropic liquid crystals. 
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Figure 9 
Illustration of liquid crystal molecules typical arrangement in isotropic 
(liquid) and nematic phases. (a) Liquid crystals are randomly located in 
isotropic phase; (b) Liquid crystal molecules are mainly lined up along a 
certain direction in the nematic phase (c) liquid crystal’s typical molecular 
structure  
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In this work four types of nematic liquid crystals have been used: 5CB, 

6CHBT, E7 and TL205. Their properties are summarized in Table 1. 

2.1.1 5CB (K15) 

Pentylcyanobiphenyl (4-Cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl) is a commercial liquid 

crystal with chemical formula C18H19N and its molecular structure is in Figure 

10 [27]. It is available at Merck Company and has the name K15. The 

properties of the material are not all very good (mainly the nematic 

temperature range is rather small: (24°  C to 35.3°  C), but it is one of the few 

stable single component liquid crystals that have acceptable properties in 

some experiments that is necessary to work with liquid crystals which are not 

mixtures. Refractive indices dispersion of 5CB liquid crystal is measured and 

modeled in reference [28-30]. 

2.1.2 6CHBT 

The 6CHBT (1-(4-hexyl-cyclohexyl)-4-isothiocyanato-benzene) consists of 

a polar head group (-NCS), and a hexyl end group (-C6H13). The C6H13 group 

has very little effect on the dielectric anisotropy. On the contrary, –NSC 

contributes significantly to dielectric anisotropy and is responsible for high 

viscosity [31-32]. 

2.1.3 E7 

E7 is a liquid crystal mixture consisting of several cyanobiphenyls with 

long aliphatic tails (including 5CB). The properties are comparable to 5CB, but 

the mixture is engineered in such a way that the nematic temperature range is 

much wider, (-10°  C, 60.5°  C) compared with 5CB (only  24°  C to 35.3°  C) [26].  
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Figure 10 
Names and molecular structure of some nematic liquid crystal materials 
and mixtures. [26-36] 
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2.1.4 TL205 

It is a proprietary mixture of cyclohexane-fluorinated biphenyls and 

fluorinated terphenyls. The representative chemical structures are shown in 

Figure 10 [33-34]. This mixture is used in this work because it has been 

proven that the toxicity is low compared to other liquid crystals. The toxicity to 

living cells was tested by Murphy, Luk and coworker [35-36]. We bought it 

from Merck Company. 

2.2 Alignment Layers 

In the bulk of the liquid crystal, the director orientation is determined by 

elastic forces between molecules. At the boundary, however, alignment is 

determined by the material with which the liquid crystal interacts. It is almost 

impossible to have free alignment at surface boundaries (meaning that the 

liquid crystal is able to orient in any directions, or in other words, that any 

directions at the surface are energetically equal). Even when the liquid crystal 

is in contact with air or water, there is a preferential orientation at the 

boundary. For example, as will be shown later in this work, the direction is 

usually parallel to the surface boundary when the liquid crystal is in contact 

with water. In applications such as displays it is vital to determine the 

orientation of the liquid crystal unambiguously. In this work, the orientation at 

the boundary will be used as a measurement technique to characterize the 

material that is in contact with the liquid crystal. 

There are different methods such as rubbing, chemical surface treatment, 

surface structuring, coating and etc. Rubbing means that a polymer layer is 

deposited on the surface and rubbed with a soft tissue. A liquid crystal film on 
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the rubbed polymer surface will be directed parallel to the direction of rubbing, 

it is usually used for planar anchoring. Some polyamides are also used for 

perpendicular alignment[37]. 

The polyimide used for homeotropic alignment (perpendicular alignment) 

has long side chains. The surface of the substrate is covered with this type of 

polyimide by spin coating. Treatment of a surface with active surface agents is 

also a method to obtain homeotropic alignment. These compounds react with 

the substrate surface and crystallize to form polysiloxane structures which 

induce homeotropic alignment for the nematic liquid crystal. This method is 

carried out by first dipping the substrates into an aqueous or organic solution 

of the silane compounds, then exposing the substrate surface to the vapor of 

pure silane compounds or vapor of a toluene solution and finally spreading 

silane compounds on the substrate surface [38]. In the following the alignment 

materials and methods which are used in this work is introduced. 

2.2.1 Octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) 

Octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS, or n-octadecyltrichlorosilane) is used for 

making hydrophobic surfaces. Its structural chemical formula is 

CH3(CH2)17SiCl3. It is corrosive, flammable, reacts violently with water and is 

sensitive to air. On the molecular level, homeotropic alignment results 

primarily from steric interactions between liquid crystal molecules and 

surfactant molecules, and thus the alignment quality is crucially dependent on 

the surface density of the surfactant. If the surface density of the surfactant 

molecules is too low, steric intermolecular interactions are small, (it is called 

the gaseous phase,) which results in random liquid crystal orientation. If on the 

other hand the surfactant surface density is too large, referred to as the 
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condensed phase, interaction between the hydrocarbon tails of the liquid 

crystal and the surfactant molecules is also reduced, because of strongly 

limited interpenetration. The resulting alignment is again random. In the 

intermediate surface density regime, called the expanded phase, homeotropic 

alignment is achieved (Figure 11). [39-40] 

The OTS treatment of a glass slide is started by cleaning the glass 

surfaces with plasma cleaner for 30 seconds. Then, the OTS silane solution in 

toluene with 0.02% concentration is prepared. By immersing the glasses into 

the OTS solution for 15-20 minutes, followed by baking the glasses in an oven 

at 90°C for half an hour, the treatment is completed. The OTS treatment 

indeed induces a very strong homeotropic alignment. [41] 

      
Glass substrateGlass substrate

 
 

                                     OTS Treated Glass

OTS Monolayer

OTS Treated Glass

OTS Monolayer

 
Figure 11 
The glass substrate is immersed into a dilute solution of OTS which forms a 
monolayer film. It induces homeotropic orientation in liquid crystal media. 
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2.2.2 SE-1211 

Polyimides with long alkyl side chains, such as SE1211, are also used for 

vertical alignment applications. SE1211 initializes liquid crystals perpendicular 

to the surface because of interaction between SE1211 side groups and alkyl 

chains of liquid crystal molecules. The long alkyl side chains of the SE1211 

can be tilted along the rubbing direction, giving a uniform pretilt in homeotropic 

alignments, which increases with rubbing strength [42-43]. A thin layer of 

polymide is obtained through the conventional two-step method employing 

thermal imidization of the polyamic acid [44]. 

 The main disadvantage of the polyimide technique is the fact that it 

relies on mechanical contact to achieve its goal. Damage to the substrates 

may thus be caused by scratches, contamination with foreign substances and 

electrostatic discharges. We use SE1211 when a very strong homeotropic 

alignment layer on a flat slide is needed. However the OTS is preferred for 

structured surfaces since SE1211 can not cover the wall sides of the 

structured surface. 

The SE1211 which comes as a polyamic acid, approximately 6% by 

weight, dissolved in solvent. The mixture is spin coated onto glass slides at 

4000 rpm for 60 sec. The slides are prebaked at 80 °  C for 30 min, and fully 

baked at 200 °  C for 50 min [44]. 

2.2.3 HTAB 

To achieve homeotropic alignment, the substrates are generally coated 

with surfactant amphiphilic molecules with a hydrophilic, often polar, head and 

a hydrophobic tail. Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (HTAB) is solvable 

in warm water and deposited on the substrate.  After evaporation of the 
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solvent the substrate is covered with a thin, transparent film of the surfactant 

[40]. The deposition of the HTAB monolayer film is obtained by withdrawing 

the glass plates very slowly out of a water solution. The typical concentration 

of surfactant to get stable homeotropic orientation is 10-5-10-4 [45]. 

In contrast to OTS and SE1211, HTAB is much easier to dissolve and 

may act as a contaminant to the liquid crystal and change its physical 

properties. A likely way to detect possible incorporation of alignment layer 

molecules within the liquid crystal is a detection of the phase transition 

temperatures. Because of this risk, we have not used HTAB in the biosensor 

cell. 

2.2.4 Planar Alignment  

To achieve planar alignment of a nematic phase several methods can be 

employed. One of the most popular is the use of very thin, rubbed polymer 

layers on a substrate. Generally, the polymers, which are often polyimides or 

nylon, are dissolved in a solvent and spin-coated onto the substrate. The 

solvent quickly evaporates, leaving a thin, optically transparent film on the 

glass, which is then cured for some time at elevated temperatures. The 

substrates are subsequently rubbed, often by use of a velvet cloth, which is 

fixed to a rotating cylinder.  

PI-2610 is a mixture of polyimides developed for the display industry. It 

provides high molecular weight, fully aromatic polyimides based on 

BPDA/PPD (biphenyldianhydride/1,4 phenylenediamine) backbone chemistry. 

PI-2610 is supplied as polyamic acid precursors dissolved in an N-methyl-2-

pyrrolidone (NMP) based solvent carrier, suitable for spin coating applications. 

These polyimides can be coated and patterned over a variety of substrates 
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and metal surfaces. After application, the polyamic acid precursor is thermally 

cured into a fully aromatic polyimide film. 

Nylon 6-6 is not a mixture and not optimized for display applications but it 

is a cheap material which is easily spin-coatable. To prepare the nylon 

alignment layer, a diluted solution of Nylon is spin coated onto the substrate at 

3500 rpm for 40sec. The sample is then prebaked at 100°  C for 1min and hard 

baked at 180°  C during 60min. 

2.2.5 Surfactants  

Surfactants are chemical components that reduce the surface tension of a 

liquid. The term surfactant is an abbreviation for “SURFace ACtive AgeNT” 

[46]. A soap molecule is an example of a surfactant that reduces surface 

tension and facilitates the removal of fat particles on a surface. Soap 

molecules and most of surfactants contain a hydrophobic tail which has a 

hydrocarbon structure and a hydrophilic head that has a neutral or ionic group. 

The hydrophilic head dissolves in water, while the hydrophobic tail is able to 

dissolve nonpolar fat molecules. The soap molecules can form micelles which 

surround the fat particles and allow them to be dissolved in water. 

The interface between liquid crystal and an aqueous solution has an 

anchoring surface energy that depends on the dissolved surfactant. The 

surface anchoring energy of the liquid crystal is found to be predominantly 

determined by the interaction of the surfactant hydrophobic tail with the liquid 

crystal [11-12, 47]. 

A surfactant monolayer that is at the interface between water and liquid 

crystal can be considered as a transducer that mediates coupling between 

molecules bound to the surfactant layer at the water side and the orientation of 
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mesogens in the liquid crystal. The deposition of surfactant on a liquid crystal 

layer is done by applying a surfactant solution over a liquid crystal film. The 

fact that biomolecules binding to the surfactant layer couple to the liquid 

crystal orientation can be employed as a detection principle for the presence 

of biomolecules in the aqueous solution. 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is a surfactant used in many cleaning 

products. The molecule has an alkyl chain, attached to a sulfate group, giving 

the molecule the amphiphilic properties. It induces homeotropic alignment 

when it is dissolved in water and is in contact with the liquid crystal interface 

(Figure 12).[48] 

Phospholipids such as L-α-dilauroylphosphatidylcholine (DLPC) or D-α-

dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) exhibit a similar effect like SDS when 

they are adsorbed at the interface between the liquid crystal and aqueous 

phase. However phospholipids with longer alkyl chains cannot be delivered to 

the interface alone because they are not dispersible in buffered saline or 

water. Instead mixed micelles of a surfactant such as 

dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB) or SDS and a phospholipid are 

used to deliver the phospholipid at the liquid crystal-aqueous interface [13]. 

Compared to the SDS or DTAB surfactants, these phospholipids remain 

irreversibly adsorbed and form a stable monomolecular interfacial membrane 

(Figure 13).  
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Figure 12 
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) has an anionic molecule tail of 12 carbon 
atoms which is lipophilic (attracted to fat), and a polar sulfate group head 
which is hydrophilic (attracted to water). Such a molecule structure is called 
amphiphilic. Applying the SDS solution over the liquid crystal film, the 
hydrophilic head is attracted by water and the lipophilic tail interacts with 
liquid crystal molecules. The outcome is a surfactant monolayer on the 
surface of the liquid crystal film that plays a transducer role in the system.[48] 
 

 
Figure 13 
The phospholipid molecule with amphiphilic character, the right side is polar 
(hydrophilic) and the left side is a fatty acid with long hydrocarbon chain 
(hydrophobic) [49].  
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2.3 Optical Observation Setup 

The optical setup for visualizing the liquid crystal/aqueous interface 

interactions is shown in Figure 14. It consists of a metal grid in a fluidic cell to 

provide sufficient surface of liquid crystal in contact with the aqueous flow. The 

volume of supplied solution is controlled with syringe pomp. The cell is 

transparent and placed under a polarization microscope.  

2.3.1 Fluidic channel 

A fluidic channel is constructed to inject a controlled flow over the liquid 

crystal embedded in the TEM grid. The channel is made from a sheet of 

plexiglass and needles inject the inlet flow and withdraw the outlet flow. The 

plexiglas sheet is clamped over the channel by screws. The two plexiglas 

sheets are sealed by a thin layer of silicon rubber on the glass with a TEM grid 

(Figure 14). The fluids are pumped by a syringe pump. 

2.3.2 Metal Grids  

To hold the liquid crystal in the fluidic cell, TEM metallic grids are used [6, 

50]. TEM grids are thin metallic grids, which are often used in transmission 

electron microscopy. The total diameter of the grids that are used in this work 

is 3.05 mm and the thickness of the metal is about 20 µm. They are made of 

different materials such as Copper, Nickel, Gold, Copper/Palladium and 

Molybdenum. Gold and Copper TEM grids are deformed easily but Nickel 

TEM grids are stiffer and keep their flat shape. Holes are square (Figure 15a) 

or hexagonal (Figure 15b) in shape. The square grids have holes with sizes 

ranging from 37 µm to 285 µm. Variable spacing mesh grids are also available  
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Side View of Fluidic Cell 

Figure 14 
Measurement setup consisting of a fluidic cell, a syringe pomp, and a 
metal grid in the fluidic cell. The fluidic cell is observed with a polarization 
microscope and by controlled injection of aqueous solution, the surface 
interactions on the liquid crystal-aqueous interface is observed. 

      
        (a)          (b)          (c) 
Figure 15 
Metallic TEM grid which often used in transmission electron microscopy is 
used for liquid crystal host in the optical setup. (a)Square mesh grid (b) 
Hexagonal mesh grid (c) Variation grid 
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and they consists of a combination of 125 µm, 90 µm, 58 µm and 37 µm holes 

(Figure 15c). The Hexagonal Grids also have a spacing ranging from 37 µm to 

215 µm.  

A liquid crystal film is supplied to a TEM grid using a micropipette of 0.2 µl 

and the excess of the liquid crystal is removed by placing a glass capillary 

tube on the liquid crystal droplet on the grid. The initial alignment of the liquid 

crystal film is controlled by the alignment layer at the bottom surface below the 

TEM grid. The influence of the TEM grid on the orientation of the liquid crystal 

is discussed in chapter four. 

2.3.3 Polarization Microscope 

A typical polarization microscope is shown in (Figure 16). It consists of a 

light source, which is generally a halogen light bulb emitting white light. The 

light is reflected upwards by a mirror, passes through a lens, and is linearly 

polarized by a sheet polarizer, which can be rotated. After the white light 

source we can insert a wavelength filter, if wavelength dependent experiments 

have to be carried out. The orientation of the liquid crystal is examined by 

using polarized light in transmission mode with crossed polarizers. The cells 

are placed on a rotating stage located between the polarizers. The liquid 

crystal thin film appears colored when viewed in transmission between 

crossed polarizers, due to the wavelength dependence of the phase 

retardation. The phase retardation causes the polarization to change as it 

propagates through the liquid crystal layer. The change in polarization 

depends on the thickness of liquid crystal layer, the wavelength of the light 

and the orientation of the liquid crystal. A dark image in the  
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Figure 16 
The fluidic cell with a liquid crystal layer in the pores of a TEM grid is 
observed by polarization microscopy. The polarized light is transmitted 
through the TEM grid. Depending on the orientation of the liquid crystal 
director the polarization is passed or blocked by the analyzer[51]. 
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polarization microscope may be due to vertically oriented liquid crystal, liquid 

crystal in a vertical plane parallel to the polarizer (or to the analyzer), or a 

phase retardation that is equal to 2π. Rotating the sample allows 

distinguishing vertically oriented liquid crystal (remaining dark) from the liquid 

crystal that is in a vertical plane parallel with the polarizer or analyzer (Figure 

16). Details of optical principle and technique will be described in next 

chapters. 

2.4 Focused Ion Beam  

The focused ion beam (FIB) microscope is widespread in scientific and 

technological applications because of its high-resolution and nano scale 

machining. In a FIB machine, usually a liquid Ga ion source is used for precise 

machining of samples (Figure 17). A FIB machine has an additional scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) column for imaging. Hence the instrument is also 

called “dual-beam”. Liquid Ga ions at the needle tip of the ion source are 

accelerated by a large negative potential between the needle and an 

electrode. Using electrostatic lenses the beam is defined and focused on the 

sample. The sample is mounted on a grounded stage with three-axis 

translation, rotation, and tilt capabilities. The stage has a eucentric point, 

which is located where the two beams cross (Figure 18) [52-55]. 

A FIB can also be used for deposition. Through the use of gas-injection 

sources, the ion or electron beam can crack hydrocarbon molecules of the 

gases, which are used for local deposition of conducting material (W, Pt, or C) 

or insulating material (SiO2).  

The FIB also is used for sample analyzing. There are different techniques 

such as EDS, EBSD and TEM. Briefly, energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy  
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Figure 17 
Gallium liquid ion emitter used in a Focused Ion Beam. The gallium metal is 
placed in contact with a tungsten needle and heated. Gallium wets the 
tungsten, and a huge electric field causes ionization and field emission of 
the gallium atoms.The picture is from [56] 

 

Figure 18 
Schematic of dual beam FIB. Two emission sources cross at eucentric 
height. The ion beam is perpendicular to the surface during ion milling 
performance and the electron beam has a 52° angle w ith the normal to 
surface.Picture from [52] 

 

Needle 

Ga Container 
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(EDS) is an analyzing method based on bombarding a sample with an 

electron beam. The “electron backscatter diffraction” (EBSD) is also a 

technique which provides information about the crystallographic of mostly 

inorganic crystalline materials. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a 

high-resolution microscopy technique where a thin slice of a specimen is used 

as a transmission screen for an electron beam. Individual atoms can be 

distinguished by this method. 

The mechanism of the FIB process is based on ion-solid interactions. 

When an accelerated Ga ion reaches the surface of a sample, it loses kinetic 

energy through ion-solid interactions with the sample. The most accepted 

explanation for ion-solid interactions is the collision cascade model (Figure 

19). If the energy transferred to a target atom during a collision is higher than 

a critical value (called the displacement energy), the atom will be knocked out 

from the sample. This primary recoil atom may have sufficient energy to 

displace other atoms of the sample (secondary recoils). If a displacement 

collision happens near the surface of the sample, the recoil atom may be 

emitted from the sample and lead to sputtering and ion emission. The energy 

transferred from the ion to the solid happens in various ways: ion reflection 

and backscattering, electron emission, electromagnetic radiation, atomic 

sputtering and ion emission, sample damage, sample heating. 

I used a dual beam Nova600 FIB machine for fabricating the prototypes of 

structured samples. Different structures on a glass substrate, on optical fibers 

and polymers were realized. Metallic structures using Pt depositions were 

made. The FIB prototype fabrication gives this possibility to evaluate small 

area structures in a rapid way, without the production of expensive high 

resolution masks.  Once a particular prototype structure is successful it  
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Figure 19 
Interactions of the ion beam with the sample surface generated by a 
30 keV Ga+ ion incident on a crystal lattice, showing the damage 
created in the substrate. RP is the projected range and Rl is lateral 
range of the implanted ion.Picture from [52] 
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can be fabricated on a large scale with cheaper methods based on 

photolithography. In the following, I explain three realizations: 1) Pt deposition 

for making metallic micro-electrodes for liquid crystal devices; 2) surface 

structuring on glass for making optical gratings on photonic circuits which can 

be used for liquid crystal tunable gratings; 3) microscopic liquid crystal 

containers as a delay line element or liquid crystal resonance cavity in 

photonic circuits. 

2.4.1 Deposition: Nano Electrode  

Finger Pattern electrodes are widely used in liquid crystal devices, for 

example in liquid crystal displays based on the In-Plane-Switching (IPS) 

mode. These patterns are usually fabricated with a photolithographic process. 

Making very fine finger electrode patterns requires expensive masks, so we 

have used the FIB machine for making a number of small scale electrodes 

patterns. The work was performed in the framework of a project in 

collaboration with Andreas Georgiou from Cambridge University. In this 

experiment, the optimum value and the method of Pt deposition are 

empirically determined to obtain a minimum width of the electrodes and air 

gap in between (Figure 20a). The electrodes are made between two strips of 

ITO on glass, which are defined by photolithography. The ITO strips are 

conductive and there is a 200 µm gap in between.  

Two methods can be considered for deposition. One way is to deposit the 

Pt wires one after the other. In this way an unbalanced charge effect appears 

in the neighborhood of a wire. On one side there is a wire which neutralizes 

the charge effect during the deposition and on the other side there is a bare 

dielectric surface which accumulates surface charges.  The resulting electric 
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field forces the beam in one direction and this makes uniform patterning 

difficult. Another method is parallel patterning. In parallel patterning, Pt is 

deposited on the entire electrode patterns in same time. The ion beam scans 

all pixels of the pattern many times. If the ion current and dwell time is not 

selected properly, short-circuits can appear between electrodes, because the 

ion beam is not off between pixels. To reduce short-circuits I deposited the 

odd number electrodes (connected to ITO at bottom side of the picture) and 

the even electrodes (connected to ITO at top side of the picture) separately. 

The images of Figure 20a are taken by SEM in 52° ti lt angle view. The bright 

lines are conductive material and the dark regions are dielectric surface. The 

width of the deposited line and the gap between lines is measured in the SEM 

image as 1 µm and 3 µm respectively. The length of the finger pattern area is 

195 µm. This pattern is useful for in plane liquid crystal switching, in the Figure 

20b the finger pattern electrode switches liquid crystal by applying 2volt. The 

pictures are taken by an optical microscope in reflection mode. The color 

change under an applied electric field is observed with a microscope. 

The Pt deposition is started by gas injection (GIS) through a nozzle in the 

chamber. The GIS nozzle injects a mixture of Ga and the deposition chemical 

vapor material C5H5Pt(CH3)3, the reaction of accelerated Ga ions and the 

chemical vapor deposits Pt on the target surface (Figure 20c). In this example 

the Ga ions have 30kV kinetic energy and the beam carries 500pA of current.  

The process of deposition is controlled by a SEM during the performance.  
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                (a) 

          
                 (b) 

 
    (c) 
Figure 20 
(a) SEM images of finger pattern electrodes made by Pt deposition on glass 
(b) Optical microscope images of finger pattern electrodes (c) Mechanism 
of Chemical Vapour Deposition  by FIB 
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2.4.2 Grating Milled on Glass 

Another example is an array of etched lines on glass. It can be used 

either as liquid crystal alignment structure or as an optical glass grating. Glass 

is an amorphous dielectric material which is not conductive; therefore the ions 

will charge the glass substrate and repel the ion beam. In this way the milling 

or imaging becomes impossible. In this work FIB patterning is done in 

simultaneous (ion) pattering and (electron) imaging mode (SPI mode). SPI 

mode means the ion and the electron beams focus on the substrate together 

in the same time. Two beams, one with positive particles (ions) and one with 

negative particles (electrons) reach the surface and if their current flow is 

balanced correctly, the opposite charged particles will be discharged and the 

surface will remain neutral. In this experiment the optimum value of the dwell 

time of the ion beam and the loop number that gives a good grating quality 

can be found. Ion milling is done in parallel to prevent redeposition from the 

last track into previous tracks. 

The thickness profile of the gratings is obtained by cross-sectioning with 

the ion beam. Cross sectioning with the FIB consist of ion milling of the 

structure and observing the etched wall with the SEM. Since the ion beam and 

electron beam are located in the chamber with 52° a ngular distance, if a hole 

is formed in the substrate, it is positioned 52° of f-normal for the electron beam 

images. Hence, one edge of the hole can be imaged with the electron beam 

which is positioned vertically in the chamber (52° off-normal to glass surface). 

In order to prevent redeposition of sputtered particles on the grating during the 

cross sectioning, a protection layer of Pt is deposited on the surface of the 

grating.  

Figure 21 illustrates different types of gratings on a glass surface such as 
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sinusoidal, triangular shape, square shape and 10° tilt grating. The shape of 

the grating depends on the ion current and dwell time duration for each pixel. 

A short duration of the dwell time leads to sharp straight sidewall gratings 

(Figure 21a-c) and long duration dwell time is useful for smooth sinusoidal 

gratings (Figure 21d). Higher current is suitable for high pitch grating and 

sinusoidal shape (Figure 21d), lower current results in a high precision grating 

shape and sharp edges (Figure 21a-c).  
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  (a)     (b) 

 
  (c)     (d) 
Figure 21 
Cross section of the gratings fabricated by FIB milling in a glass substrate. 
The grating profile is shaped by adjusting the ion beam current (Ic) and dwell 
time (DT). (a)Ic=1nA, DT=100ns (b)Ic=1nA, DT=100ns, ion beam is tilted 
10°. (c)I c=1nA, DT=100ns, ion beam is tilted 32°. (d)I c=3nA, DT=300ns  
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2.4.3 Liquid crystal Cavity Milling 

In this example some liquid crystal micro containers on glass are 

fabricated. A micro cavity container can be used in a switchable periodic 

grating, a photonic delay line element, a Fabry-Perot cavity, a liquid crystal 

chemical detector or a biosensor. The containers are made in a glass 

substrate with 30kV kinetic energy of the Ga ions and a typical current of 5nA. 

The containers filled with liquid crystals are observed under the polarization 

microscope. Figure 22 shows cylindrical holes with diameters from 1 to 10 µm 

and 4 µm depth. The cuboid cavities have different dimensions and a depth of 

7.5 µm. Using parallel milling; the containers are made in close vicinity. 

Fabricating the containers in polymer layers and dielectric substrates requires 

charge neutralisation. Using very high currents for milling reduces the milling 

time but causes a "theater curtain" effect with grooves on the side walls of the 

dielectric (Figure 23). Using an optimum current allows milling a container with 

smooth walls in a short time. Surfaces of the container can be treated to 

induce an initial liquid crystal orientation. This will be discussed in chapter 4. 

2.5 Ion Exchange for Waveguide Fabrication  

A glass photonic biosensor uses optical waveguides in a glass substrate. 

One method of optical waveguide fabrication is thermal ion-exchange in a 

glass substrate. It is relatively simple and inexpensive and can be fabricated 

with low losses. This process is done by immersing a glass substrate in a 

molten salt such as Ag+ and K+ salts at about 300°  C. Table 2 summarizes 

some reported ion exchange salt baths, substrate glasses and the maximum 

indices change ∆n [57-58]. 
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Figure 22 
SEM images of cavities generated by a focused ion beam machine in a 
glass substrate (top). Microcavities filled with 5CB liquid crystal and 
observed by polarization microscopy (bottom). 

   
Figure 23 
The curtain effect on the side walls of a milling hole. 
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Curtain effect  
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The diffusion of alkali ions can be done in 1D for slab waveguides or in 2D 

for channel waveguides. In this method the alkali ions in the glass substrate 

are replaced by other alkali ions with the same valence (Figure 24). The 

difference in polarizability and size of the ions lead to a local change in 

refractive index near the surface of the glass [58-59]. The refractive index of a 

glass waveguide is close to that of optical fibers, therefore, coupling losses 

between waveguides made in glass and optical fibers could be very low, and 

the waveguide mode can match the fiber mode pattern. A glass waveguide is 

more rigid than a polymer waveguide and can have very low absorption. The 

ion exchange process in glass is described by [60]: 

( )2

2

1 1
oo

o
o o

CC D
C

t C C

α
α α

 ∇∂
= ∇ + 

∂ − −  
. (1) 

In this equation oC  is concentration of Ag+ or K+ ions, D is self diffusion 

coefficient of the ions, and α is a parameter for representing the mobility 

difference of diffusion ions and Sodium ions.  

1Ag Ag
o

Na Na

c D
C

c D
α= = − . (2) 

This equation is solved numerically, and the profile of refractive index can be 

calculated. 
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Nitrate Salt Radius 
(Å) 

Polarizability 
(Å3) ∆n Temperature 

(°  C) 

Ag+ 1.26 2.4 0.13 250 

K+ 1.33 1.33 0.008 365 

Ti+ 1.49 5.2 0.001
-0.01 530 

Table 2  
Various ions used for the  ion exchange optical glass waveguide 
fabrication method[57-58] 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 24 
In Ion Exchange optical glass fabrication method, the alkali ions in the glass 
substrate are replaced by other alkali ions, the difference in polarizability and 
size of the ions lead to a local change in the refractive index near the surface 
of the glass. 
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Chapter 3: Numerical Methods and Simulation 
Techniques 

Modeling is useful to describe the director orientation and the light 

propagation inside a nematic liquid crystal biosensor. This information is often 

difficult to obtain from experiments. With this modeling it should be possible to 

explain the experiments and refine the setup. The numerical simulation is 

separated in two parts, detection and visualization. “Detection” points to the 

interactions of liquid crystals-aqueous interface and in the volume of liquid 

crystals. It is simulated based on liquid crystal director orientation models. In 

this chapter we use the free energy approach to find the liquid crystal 

orientation. The second part of the simulation is the optical visualization. It is 

studied by two approaches, the matrix method and the full-wave 

electromagnetic method. They are described in this chapter. The finite 

difference time domain (FDTD) simulator which is developed in this work is 

described in examples.  
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3.1 Liquid Crystal Orientation Modeling 

 There are different ways to model liquid crystal properties. The Landau-

De Gennes theory [62] of liquid crystals includes temperature dependency and 

order parameter changes in the description of the liquid crystal orientation. 

The Oseen-Frank theory [61, 63] models elastic property of liquid crystals with 

a constant order parameter. Our goal is to find the liquid crystal director 

orientation and we are not very much interested in the exact behaviour of 

defects in our configurations; the more simple Oseen-Frank theory is a good 

choice. The liquid crystal director is found by minimizing the free energy 

function taking into account the boundary conditions. The viscoelastic property 

of liquid crystals exhibits curvature elasticity which means a perturbation in the 

liquid crystal from its equilibrium orientation causes a torque to restore the 

configuration. The expression for the elastic energy is given by the so-called 

Oseen-Frank expression [61-63]: 

2 2 2
11 22 33

1
[ ( . ) ( . ) ( ) ]

2elasticf K n K n n K n n= ∇ + ∇× + ×∇× .  (3) 

The deformation is described in terms of the direction of liquid crystals in a 

position ( , , )n x y z . The variation of ( , , )n x y z  in space represents different 

deformations as illustrated in Figure 25. K11, K22 and K33 are independent 

constants that determine the restoring torques for splay, twist and bend 

deformations [25]. 

Finding the director of the liquid crystal can be done by minimization of 

the total free energy. The surfaces containing the liquid crystal material or 

alternatively the interfaces with other liquids also play an important role in 

determining the director orientation. Some materials initialize the liquid crystal 
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orientation parallel to surface. This is called planar alignment. Some materials 

induce liquid crystal orientation perpendicular to the surface. This is called 

homeotropic alignment. If the interaction between the surface and the liquid 

crystal is so strong that the director at the surface (azimuth and tilt angle) is 

completely determined by the surface, it is called strong anchoring. The 

anchoring at the surface is modeled by a Dirichlet boundary condition in the 

energy function which means that the orientation is fixed at a certain value. If 

the surface allows deviations of the director from the preferred orientation, it is 

weak anchoring. For weak anchoring, the surface anchoring energy fsurface is 

added to the total free energy equation of the system [64-69]. The surface 

energy can be described for example by the Rapini-Papoular formula (one 

preferred direction) [70] 

21
(1 ( ) )

2surface s preff W n n= − ⋅ . (4) 

In general, both the twist and tilt angle can be altered, and then the polar 

and azimuthal anchoring force factors, Wp and Wa, are separated. Depending 

on the magnitude of Wp and Wa, the anchoring strength is presumed strong, 

medium or weak [65]. An overview of the typical ranges is given in Table 3. 

The equilibrium configuration for a large sample of liquid crystal molecules is 

calculated through the minimization of elastic energy of the liquid crystal 

medium. In this work a simulator developed by liquid crystal group of UCL is 

used [16]. 

The permittivity tensor of liquid crystals can be extracted from its director 

orientation. It is used to study the physical properties of liquid crystal devices. 

Suppose that θ(x,y,z) is the inclination angle of the liquid crystal director in 3D 

space and φ(x,y,z) represents the azimuth angle (Figure 25), then the 

permittivity tensor becomes:  
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 Azimuthal anchoring 
Wa (J/m2) 

Polar anchoring Wp 
(J/m2) 

Strong > 10−4  > 10−3  

Medium ~10−5  ~10−4 

Weak <10−6  < 10−5 

Table 3  
Ranges for weak, medium and strong anchoring for the azimuthal and 
polar anchoring energy [71]. 
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Figure 25 
Different types of deformations in nematic liquid crystal and the illustration 
of the director orientation defined by the azimuth φ and ainclination angle 
θ. 
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  (5) 

oε  is the ordinary, eε  is the extra ordinary relative permittivity and 0ε is the 

permittivity of free space. 

3.2 Optical Modeling Method 

Light propagation in liquid crystal devices is a challenging subject due to 

complex heterogeneities in the optical axis which causes scattering, reflection 

and transmission.  In general two different calculation methods are used for 

optical computations, either Matrix-type solutions (such as Jones Matrix[72], 

Berreman[73] and Extended Jones[74]) or direct Maxwell’s equations solution 

(such as the Beam Propagation Method [75], or the Finite Difference Time 

Domain Method [76]). The Jones method is useful for modeling polarization 

microscopy experiments. Polarization microscopy is one of the essential tools 

for the characterization of liquid crystal films. The matrix-type method is fast 

and easy to propagate but a number of approximations are assumed, for 

example edge effects and multi-reflections are ignored. The FDTD method 

represents a direct electromagnetic solver. It simulates reflections, scattering 

and diffraction. The FDTD method is the most general method and any errors 

are introduced by the finite simulation space and discretization, as this method 

requires a lot of computer memory. In this section both the Jones  and FDTD 

method for modeling the optical properties of liquid crystal devices  are 

reviewed [77] and explained in examples. Throughout the thesis, the Jones 

method has been applied to model polarization microscopy for the liquid 

crystal bio-detector, and the FDTD method is used for analyzing the photonic 
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liquid crystal bio-sensor. 

3.2.1 Jones Matrix Method 

For an electromagnetic plane wave with frequency ω propagating in a 

uniform medium along the Z-axis, the wave can be specified by the following 

expressions: 
( )( )( , ) ( , ) yx

i t kzi t kz
x x y yE z t A e x E z t A e yω φω φ − +− += =  (6) 

whose amplitudes (Ax and Ay), phases (φx and φy) and frequency ω are time-

independent. The evolution of the wave can be represented by a phasor 

(phase vector):  
( )( )yx

ii i t kz
x yE A e x A e y eφφ ω −= + × .   (7) 

The evolution of this phasor in time at a certain position Z describes an 

ellipsoid as shown inFigure 26. The xA  and yA  are the real amplitudes of the 

oscillations along the X and Y axis. The phases φx and φy determine the shape 

of this ellipsoid. Special cases can be found for certain values of the phases 

and the amplitudes, such as, linear polarization when the phase difference is 

an integer multiple of π, circular polarization when phase difference is an odd 

multiple of π/2 and equal x and y amplitudes. The same plane wave can be 

described with a two by one matrix of complex numbers which is called the 

Jones vector: 
x

y

i
xx

i
y y

A eE
E

E A e

φ

φ

  
= =   

    
.   (8) 

A number of important polarization states are summarized in Table 4. The 

Jones Method describes an optical system with a 2×2 matrix depending on its 

optical properties and refractive indices. 
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Figure 26 
Electric field phasor and polarization ellipse in the XY-plane for a plane 
wave propagating in the Z-direction. 
 
 
Table 4 
Jones vector representation of some common polarizations 

Polarization  Jones Vector 

Linear polarized parallel to the x-axis   
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A liquid crystal exhibits different phases with different optical properties. In 

the isotropic phase its refractive index is independent of the direction of the 

incident light beam. Whereas the refractive index in the nematic phase 

depends on the direction of light propagation and the polarization of the light. 

Figure 27 illustrates the indicatrix, which is a geometric way to determine the 

refractive index for a planar wave propagating in a certain direction. Its long 

and short axes are respectively equal to n║ (parallel to the optic axis) and n┴ 

(perpendicular to the optic axis). In the isotropic phase the indicatrix is a 

sphere because the refractive indices are equal in all directions, while for the 

nematic phase it is an ellipsoid because n║ and n┴ are unequal [78]. If the 

refractive index parallel to the optic axis, n║, is larger than the one 

perpendicular to it, n┴, (∆n = n║ - n┴ > 0) it is called optically positive, which is 

typical for nematic liquid crystals. 

An incident light in a nematic liquid crystal is split into two components, 

with perpendicular polarizations. One polarization follows the ordinary 

refractive index and the other follows the extraordinary refractive index. This 

leads to a phase difference or retardation between two rays, because of the 

different speeds of Eo and Ee. The phase retardation is responsible for the 

change of the polarization state after propagation through the layer, and given 

by: 
2

( )e on n h
πδ
λ

= −  (9) 

where λ is the vacuum wavelength and h is the distance traveled in the 

medium. The indices of refraction no and ne are related to the principal indices 

of refraction n║ and n┴ by: 
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with the inclination angle θ, the angle between the optical axis and the 

direction of light propagation. The index along the long axis must be replaced 

by the extra-ordinary refractive index, which can be calculated from the 

indicatrix by equation(10). As illustrated in Figure 27 the indicatrix is cut by a 

plane perpendicular to the direction of light propagation and containing the 

center of the elipsoid. This gives an ellipse with the long axis equal to ne and 

the short axis equal to no. Since the ordinary axis is in the xy-plane 

perpendicular to the optical axis, the ordinary refractive index is equal to n┴.  

As an example, we consider the case where the light propagates through 

a nematic liquid crystal thin film with thickness h (Figure 28). We assume the 

optical axis is in the x direction. To specify the light beam its electric field 

components, Ex and Ey, are sufficient. The electric field vector is perpendicular 

to the propagation direction. According to the Jones method, the electric 

components before and after propagation through the layer can be linked with 

each other by multiplication with a 2×2 matrix. The Jones vector of the 

outgoing wave will be: 
/2

[ ( ) / ]

/2
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0
e o

i
xo xii n n h

o i
yo yi

E Ee
E e

E Ee

δ
π λ

δ

−
− +    

= =    
    

   (11) 

where λ is the wavelength in vacuum and δ is the phase retardation. If the 

optical system consists of several layers, the Jones matrix of the system is a 

multiplication of the individual Jones matrices of layers: 

1 1...o n n iE J J J E−= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ .   (12) 
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Figure 27 
Schematic illustration for the determination of the refractive index of the 
ordinary beam, no, and the extraordinary beam, ne, for an arbitrary direction 
of light propagation in an optically uniaxial medium. 
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Figure 28 
Light propagation through a nematic liquid crystal film (uniaxial birefringent 
media) 
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The Jones matrix method has the limitation that it neglects reflection and 

refraction from the interface between two sides of optical media whose 

refractive indices are different and 1D extended Jones matrix method also 

neglects multiple reflections, but can be used to calculate the optical 

properties of media for obliquely incident light [74, 77]. A full wave method like  

FDTD is capable of considering the properties such as scattering and 

multi-dimensional heterogeneous liquid crystal structures and small sized 

structures.  

3.2.2 Finite Difference Time Domain Method 

The Finite Difference Time Domain Method (FDTD) is a full wave method 

to solve the electrodynamic problems numerically. It has been started by 

YEE’s paper in 1966 [79], which has over 4450 citations according to the ISI 

Web of Science. FDTD has been introduced in liquid crystal optical modeling 

to simulate complex structure with transverse variation, scattering and 

diffraction effect included in the edges and surface anchoring [14, 80]. Since 

FDTD gives a direct solution to Maxwell equations in the time domain, using a 

broadband pulse as a source, the response of the system over a wide range 

of wavelengths can be obtained with a single simulation. FDTD allows the 

user to model any isotropic, anisotropic and dispersive materials in the 

simulation space. A disadvantage of FDTD is that it is a time consuming 

calculation and requires large capacity of memory. 

3.2.2.1. Yee algorithm  

The FDTD method is based on a smart discretisation of Maxwell’s 

equations in the time domain which are in free space:  
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Faraday's Law,    

0

1
H E

t µ
∂ = − ∇×
∂

   (13) 

Ampere's Law,   

0

1
E H

t ε
∂ = ∇ ×
∂

   (14) 

where E is the electric field vector in volt per meter, H the magnetic field vector 

in amperes per meter. “∇× ” is the curl operator that describes the rotation of 

a vector field. The curl is represented by a vector which direction is the axis of 

rotation, as determined by the right-hand rule. The magnitude of the curl is the 

magnitude of rotation. (Figure 29) 

The Yee algorithm centers its E and H components in three dimensional 

space so that every E component is surrounded by four circulating H 

components, and every H component is surrounded by four circulating E 

components. This provides a three dimensional space which expresses the 

space derivatives used in the curl operators of Faraday's Law and Ampere's 

Law. For example ( ), ½, ½xE i j k+ + is surrounded by ( ), , ½zH i j k + , 

( ), 1, ½zH i j k+ + , ( ), ½,yH i j k+  and ( ), ½, 1yH i j k+ + . The concept that this 

arrangement builds up, is linked to the curl equations(13) and(14). These 

equations state that the changes in magnetic flux will generate a circular 

electric field surrounding the ‘flux tube’, and similarly the change in electric flux 

will generate a circular magnetic field surrounding the ‘flux tube’. Using finite 

difference approximations to the time, the equations are discretized: 
1
21

0

n n nt
E E H

ε
+ +∆= + ∇×    (15) 

1 1
2 2

0

n n nt
H H E

µ
+ − ∆= − ∇× .   (16) 
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The Yee algorithm also centers the En and Hn+½ components in the time 

domain, which is called a leapfrog algorithm (Figure 30). The electric field 

vector components in FDTD space are solved in one time step; then the 

magnetic field vector components in the same space are solved in the next 

time step. This process is repeated over and over until the desired transient or 

steady-state behavior is simulated. After this procedure the FDTD equations in 

free space are revealed: 
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Figure 29 
Yee cell used for FDTD, demonstrating the arrangement of field 
components within a cubic grid. 
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Figure 30 
Leapfrog scheme, the electric field vector in a unit cell of the simulation 
space is solved at a time step; then the magnetic field vector in the same 
volume is solved at the next time step. 
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3.2.2.2 Absorbing Boundary Conditions 

Every electromagnetic field in the FDTD space is updated using the four 

surrounding field components. At the edge sides of the simulation space by 

putting the field component of the Yee cell which lays on the border of 

simulation space equal to zero, the boundary will behave like a reflector. 

Updating the components on the boundaries is done by applying absorbing 

boundary conditions. Typically the absorbing boundary condition (ABC) 

suggested by Mur [81] and Liao [82] is implemented by modeling the 

propagation of an outward going wave at the boundary. (Figure 31) All of the 

field components satisfy the scalar wave equation.  
2

2
2 2

1
0

E
E

c t

∂∇ + =
∂

. (19) 

For example, using Taylor’s expansion, the first order Mur absorbing boundary 

condition is written for Ez component at x=0:  

1 1(0, , ) (1, , ) ( (1, , ) (0, , ))n n n n
z z z z

c t
E j k E j k E j k E j k

c t

δ
δ

+ +∆ −= + −
∆ +

. (20) 

In 1994, Jean Pierre Berenger proposed a new type of absorbing 

boundary condition for the termination of the FDTD region [83]. His approach, 

which is called the perfectly matched layer (PML) for the absorption of 

electromagnetic waves, is based on an artificial absorbing layer that has wave 

impedance independent of the angle of incidence and the frequency of the 

outgoing scattered waves. The PML boundary condition splits the electric or 

magnetic field components in the absorbing boundary region with the 

possibility of assigning losses to the individual spitted field components. Figure 

32 illustrates the PML layers: the parameters σx and σy denote electric 

conductivities and the parameters σx’ and σy’ denote  
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Figure 31 
Mur’s Absorbing Boundary Condition assumes the wave only propagates in 
one direction and it is far enough from all sources. 
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Figure 32 
Arrangement of Berenger PML in the FDTD space boundaries. 
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magnetic losses. Since the loss factors are chosen to satisfy the impedance 

match of the PML layer and the impedance of free space, the incoming wave 

will not reflect. If σx and σx’ are considered to be zero and σy’=σy≠0, then the 

layer not only will be non-reflective but also it can absorb a plane wave having 

field components (Ey, Hz) propagating along x, and does not absorb a wave 

having field components (Ex, Нz) propagating along y. In my program for 

optical modeling of a liquid crystal structure I use Berenger PML boundary 

condition  

Periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are also a set of boundaries that 

simulate a large system by using its symmetries. When an object or wave 

moves in or propagates to a periodic boundary in one side, then it reappears 

from the opposite side and continues its movement or propagation without any 

effect of the boundary. The implementation of the PBC in the FDTD method is 

straightforward. One surface of a Yee cell in a side of PBC unit is equal to the 

opposite surface of a Yee cell in the other side of PBC (Figure 33). This model 

is very efficient to reduce the memory consumption and the calculation 

volume. PBC is useful for modeling an incident plane wave which needs an 

infinite space in two dimensions. Applying PBC in two pairs of the FDTD 

boundaries (Left-Right sides and Front-Back sides) will model infinity in two 

dimensions, and a plane wave can propagates in Bottom-Top direction.  My 

program has this option to apply PBC for plane wave propagation in three-

dimensional structures. 
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Figure 33 
Schematic representation of periodic boundary conditions. When an 
electromagnetic wave exits the space on the right, it will reappear on the 
left. 
 

3.2.2.3 Anisotropic Media  

Anisotropic media play a key role in the structure that are investigated in 

this PhD. Maxwell’s curl equations in an anisotropic nonmagnetic lossless 

medium are: 

0

H
E

t

E
H

t

µ

ε

∂∇× = −
∂

∂∇× =
∂

. (21) 

The media parameter ε  is a tensor [84]. A whole range of FDTD 

programs are freely available, but none of them include full anisotropy of the 

dielectric tensor. The strength of my FDTD implementation lies in the 

incorporation of fully anisotropic media. In order to obtain the solution of 

Maxwell’s equations by the FDTD algorithm, the equations (21) are written in 

the following form: 
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1 1 1 , , ,ij ij i j x y zε ε ε
− − −  = = =     (23) 

εij
-1 is an entry of the inverted matrix (not the inverse of an entry of the 

dielectric tensor), therefore the FDTD formulations of electrical fields are 

described by the equations in (24). The magnetic components are similar to 

equations (17) and (18). This computational scheme is used for the FDTD 

optical modeling of liquid crystals.  
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3.2.2.4 Dispersive Materials  

In dispersive materials like metals the permittivity varies as a function of 

frequency. The FDTD algorithm can be extended to dispersive media using 

auxiliary differential equations (ADE) [76]. Dispersive materials operate on the 

frequency-domain equations. Metallic elements are simulated using the Drude 

model, according to which the complex frequency dependent polarization 

current function is defined by the formula:  
2

0 2
( ) ( )

/
p

pJ i E
i

ω
ω ωε ω

ω ω τ
 

=   − + 
 (25) 

where τ is the relaxation time and the plasma frequency ωp is defined as: 
2

0
p

Ne

m
ω

ε
= . (26) 

Canceling iω and cross multiplying by iω+1/τ  yields 
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τ
+ = . (27) 

Performing the inverse Fourier transform, the equation is expressed in the 

time domain as:  

2
0( ) / ( )p
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J
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τ ε ω
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r
r r

. (28) 

Thus, the dispersive materials that follow the Drude model can be represented 

in the time domain. The discrete form of Ampere’s law in the time domain 

becomes:  

p

E
H J

t
ε ∂∇ × = +

∂
 (29) 
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3.2.2.5 Example  

In order to illustrate the possibilities of the FDTD code that I have 

developed, the outcoupling of light from an organic light emitting diode (OLED) 

is calculated. This work was carried out in the frame of a European research 

project [85]. An OLED consists of organic layers which are sandwiched 

between two conductors (anode and cathode). When a voltage is applied over 

the two conductors, electro-luminescent light is produced. An FDTD simulation 

is carried out for an OLED covered with a photonic band gap (PBG) layer. 

With a 3D FDTD simulation using periodic boundary conditions, the emission 

from a dipole in the center of the structure is calculated. The source is a 

sinusoidal current with frequency corresponding to a wavelength of 530nm in 

air. The geometry of the OLED with the photonic band gap structure in glass is 

illustrated in Figure 34. The dielectric parameters are listed in the Table 5. The 

metallic layer is dispersive and modeled by Drude parameters and all 

materials are isotropic. The discretization space step is dx=dy=dz=λ/32 and 

the time step is 4
dx

cdt =  to satisfy the stability condition for the FDTD algorithm 

[76], with c the velocity of light. The light coupled to the substrate is recorded 

for the case with and without photonic band gap layer (Figure 35). Average of 

energy related to the z-component of the Poynting in the OLED versus radial 

distance from the place of dipole has been calculated: 
4096

3968

2

( , , )

Average of energy in one period of radiation=

t dt

r R t dt

P x y t dt dxdy

Rπ

= ×

= = ×
∫∫ ∫

(31)
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                       Side View                                                Top View 
Figure 34  
Schematic view of the simulation structure consisting of a stack of layers 
which produces light at the interface of the organic layers HTL and ETL. 
The light is emitted out of the glass layer at the top. By making a periodic 
band gap (PBG) structure on the glass surface, the outcoupling efficiency 
is enhanced. 
 

It is obvious that in one period of oscillation more energy is confined near 

the location of the dipole in the photonic crystal enhanced OLED (Figure 36a). 

The ratio of the extracted energy of enhanced OLED over the simple OLED is 

illustrated in Figure 36b as a function of the radial distance from the dipole. 

The FDTD simulation illustrates that the extra layer confines the near-field 

emission and increases the contrast of the OLED. This example shows the 

power of the FDTD method for calculating and modeling light propagation in 

three dimensional space.  
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Material Thickness [nm] n@530nm 

Air  1 

Glass 300 1,5 

PBG In Glass D=195nm a=265nm 

ITO 90 1,92 

HTL 28 1,77 

Emitter 0 0 

ETL 28 1,77 

Ag 100 ωp= 1.3703×1016 [sec-1], 
τ=40×10-15 [sec] 

 
Table 5 
Parameters for the simulation of the OLED device 
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  (a)     (b) 
Figure 35 
Component of the near-field Poynting vector in an OLED at time step 4000 
(a) without photonic band gap (b) with photonic band gap 
 

 
   (a)     (b) 
Figure 36 
Near field Poynting vector of OLEDs calculated by FDTD method (a) The 
average energy related to the z-component of the poynting in the OLED 
versus radial distance from the place of dipole (b) The Ratio of the averaged 
(over a circle with given radius) related to the z-component of the poynting 
vector of the enhanced OLED over the original OLED. 
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 Chapter 4: Experimental and numerical results 

Understanding the interaction between liquid crystal and water is very 

important if liquid crystals are to be used as detectors of biological entities in 

an aqueous solution. First we investigate the physical phenomenon of 

depositing a water drop (diameter of the order of 1mm) on liquid crystal. After 

that we study combinations of different substrates and liquid crystals (the 

compounds 6CHBT and 5CB, the mixtures E7 and TL205). The goal of these 

investigations is to assess experimentally the interplay of anchoring, surface 

tension, wetting, hole filling, and viscosity. We continue the experiment with 

micro-structured cavities in glass that contain liquid crystal. We model the 

influence of the concentration of surfactant in water on the surface energy 

between water and liquid crystal. Finally integration of a micro-container with 

liquid crystal and with a photonic waveguide is simulated, fabricated and 

assessed. 
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4.1 Water drops on liquid crystal  

If we put a drop of pure water on top of a layer of liquid crystal, the 

orientation of the liquid crystal director at the liquid crystal-water interface will 

be parallel, without azimuthal preference. If the water drops are small enough 

to avoid effects of gravity, the top surface of the water drop will be practically 

spherical. The weight of the water drop pushes the drop towards the substrate 

below the liquid crystal layer. On hydrophilic substrates, liquid crystals have 

typically parallel alignment with both the substrate and the water, and 

therefore the elastic energy in the liquid crystal is minimal. The liquid crystal 

flow is only inhibited by its viscosity and the weight of the water drop, and 

therefore the liquid crystal drop lowers slowly towards the substrate. At some 

point the water drop touches the substrate and then the hydrophilic nature of 

the substrate drives out the liquid crystal rapidly from below the drop. Under 

the polarization microscope the reducing thickness of the liquid crystal layer is 

observed as a color change (Figure 37a), corresponding to reduced 

retardation. When the water drop touches the substrate, a growing black 

region is visible under crossed polarizers (Figure 37b). 

On hydrophobic substrates like SE1211 coated glass (with homeotropic 

alignment of the director), the liquid crystal between the water drop and the 

substrate has hybrid alignment (homeotropic on solid substrate and planar at 

water interface), with a boojum defect at the liquid crystal-aqueous interface in 

the middle of the drop (multiple boojum defects attract each other until one 

remains) [6] as shown in Figure 38. Initially there is an outward flow in the 

liquid crystal and the layer thickness decreases. At some point, the splay/bend 

elastic energy related to the hybrid alignment is able to  
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Figure 37 
Drop of water deposited on a thin liquid crystal layer (E7) on glass observed 
by polarization microscope: (a) directly after deposition of the drop - some 
liquid crystal is present under the water; (b) one minute after depositing the 
drop of water: all liquid crystal is expelled from below the drop. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 38 
Drop of water deposited on a thin liquid crystal layer (E7) on SE1211 
observed by polarization microscope. Alignment is perpendicular to SE1211 
and parallel with water. (a) Three defects are visible; (b) after some time only 
one boojum defect remains. The liquid crystal layer is thicker in the center of 
the drop. 
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counteract the pressure of the water drop and a stable situation occurs. The 

resulting liquid crystal thickness can be estimated by minimizing the sum of 

the elastic energy in the liquid crystal and the potential energy of the water 

drop. Let us assume that the director distribution of liquid crystal film is given 

by (for simplicity we ignore twist orientation): 
( ) ( ) ( )n z sin z x cos z zθ θ= + , (32) 

with the z-coordinate perpendicular to the substrate. Substitution of equation 

(32) into the elastic energy equation gives: 

( )
2

2
1 3 3

1 ( )
( ) ( )

2elastic

d z
F K K sin z K

dz

θ θ = − + 
 

, (33) 

where K  is the elastic constant. Considering one constant approximation 

( 1 3K K K= = ) leads to: 
2

1 ( )

2elastic

d z
F K

dz

θ =  
 

. (34) 

Integration of equation (34) over the thickness of liquid crystal film gives the 

total energy per unit area: 

( ) 2

0

1

2

d

elastic

d z
f K dz

dz

θ 
=  

 
∫ . (35) 

Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation [86] to equation (35) leads to the 

condition 2 2/ 0zθ∂ ∂ = , which means that ( )zθ  should vary linearly with z. 

Under assumption that the angle ( )zθ  is zero near the bottom interface, we 

obtain: 

( )
2

z z
d

πθ = , (36) 

where d  is the thickness of the liquid crystal layer. A water drop induces 

strong planar orientation so the surface energy is infinite, then the total energy 

consisting of elastic energy of the liquid crystal and potential energy of the 
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water drop per unit area becomes: 
2

( ) ( )
8 2 2total elastic weight

h d
f f f K gh d gd

d

π ρ ρ ′= + = + + + .   (37) 

with ρ  (1000 kg/m3) the density of water, g (9.81 m/s2 ) the acceleration 

constant and h  the height of the water drop, ρ′  is the density of liquid crystal. 

Since d is much smaller than h  ( d h<< ), so the third term is ignorable 

( 21
2 0gdρ ′ ≈ ). By minimizing the expression (37) we obtain the thickness of 

the liquid crystal film under the water drop: 
2

8

K
d

gh

π
ρ

=  (38) 

The thickness of the liquid crystal layer in Figure 38 is about 6 µm.  

We prepared another experiment on ITO substrates and 6CHBT liquid 

crystal. 6CHBT have parallel alignment with both the substrate and the water, 

and therefore the elastic energy in the liquid crystal is low enough. A 6CHBT 

liquid crystal drop was spin coated on top of an ITO layer, and then a drop of 

water is put on the liquid crystal layer. The weight of water drop on 6CHBT 

layer squeezes the liquid crystal and the water drop touches the substrate and 

then drives out the liquid crystal. It was observed that turning the liquid crystal 

covered substrate with the water droplet upside down does not increase the 

stability of the water drop. In Figure 39, droplets of water whose diameters 

were less than 100 µm were sprayed on the liquid crystal layer while it was 

upside down. The water droplets push away the liquid crystal layer and touch 

the ITO surface. Hence the surface energy can be more important than 

gravity. 

In this section we show that the surface energies of liquid 

crystal/substrate and liquid crystal/water, and the elastic energy in the bulk of 

liquid crystal are important parameter in a liquid crystal/water cell. 
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Figure 39 
Droplets of water on upside down 6CHBT film on ITO glass substrate 

4.2 Liquid crystals on solid substrates 

An alignment layer that is present on a solid substrate determines the 

surface energy if a liquid is deposited on that surface. The surface energy 

arises from the fact that atoms and molecules at interfaces possess additional 

energy compared to the bulk. The contact angle for a drop of liquid deposited 

on a surface is determined by the surface energy at the interface between the 

liquid and the substrate (together with the surface energy of the substrate-air 

and the surface energy of the liquid-air). For liquids on solids, the contact 

angle for a given liquid can be considered as a material property of the 

interface. When a drop of liquid is placed on a solid surface, the liquid will 

either spread across the surface to form a thin film (Figure 40) or spread to a 

limited extent but remain as a droplet on the surface. The final status of the 

liquid on the surface is an indication of the wettability of the surface. For a 

substrate with high surface energy, the liquid drop can wet the substrate 

effectively if the energy of the liquid-solid interface is lower; for a substrate 

with low surface energy, the liquid forms a drop on the surface. The contact 

angle is geometrically defined as the angle formed by the intersection of the 

two planes tangent to the liquid and solid surfaces. Figure 40a illustrates that 
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the contact angle is the result of equilibrium state of three forces from interface 

of liquid-substrate, substrate-air and liquid-air [88]: 
cos 0SL LA SAγ γ θ γ+ − = . (39) 

If surface energy of substrate-air ( SAγ ) is low then cos θ  becomes smaller 

and θ is bigger which means the surface is more hydrophobic.  

cos ( ) cosSA SL
SA SL

LA

γ γθ γ γ θ θ
γ
−= − ↓ ⇒ ↓ ⇒ ↑    (40) 

Table 6 gives results of our measurement for the contact angles for a 

water drop on different surfaces. This measuring is done in collaboration with 

chemistry group. Listed in order of increasing contact angle or hydrophobicity 

we have: glass, nylon, PI-2610, ITO (indium tin oxide), OTS and SE1211. In 

our experiments, the more hydrophilic materials (glass, nylon and PI-2610) 

align the liquid crystal (E7 and 6CHBT) parallel, the more hydrophobic 

materials (ITO, OTS and SE1211) yield homeotropic alignment.  

Homeotropic alignment usually (not always) occurs when the surface 

energy is low, so the homeotropic alignment layers are normally hydrophobic 

[87]. Teflon is a material that has low surface energy and normally liquid 

crystals align homeotropic on a Teflon coated substrate but a rubbed Teflon 

film induces planar orientation to liquid crystals [40]. The alignment of liquid 

crystal and the pretilt may depend on the microstructure of the surface layer 

realized by the rubbing procedure. 
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Table 6 
Contact angle for water on 6 different materials. Glass is the most 
hydrophilic and, SE1211 is the most hydrophobic material. 

 

  

θθ

 
(a)     (b) 

Figure 40 
Contact angle for water on different materials after depositing the drop on 
the surface. (a) Hydrophilic surface spreads a water drop across the 
surface to form a thin film (θ<90) (b) Hydrophobic surface spreads a water 
drop  to a limited extent and remain as a droplet on the surface (θ>90) 
 
 

Layer Contact Angles (°) Aligns LC Wetting 
Glass 33 = Hydrophilic 
Nylon 72 = Hydrophilic 
PI 2610 79 = Hydrophilic 
ITO 94  ⊥ Hydrophobic 
OTS 96 ⊥ Hydrophobic 

SE 1211 100 ⊥ Hydrophobic 
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A thin nematic liquid crystal can be obtained by spin-casting a drop of 

liquid crystal material on a substrate. It is important to heat the substrate and 

the liquid crystal above the temperature of the clearing point to obtain a 

reproducible texture. When the glass substrate, nylon and PI-2610 are not 

rubbed, a Schlieren texture with small features is observed [88], indicating 

strong surface anchoring (Figure 41a). In the polarization microscope, the 

liquid crystal layer spinned on the polyimide exhibits a dark cross, indicating 

that the flow direction of a liquid crystal during spinning has a strong 

contribution in the alignment (Figure 41b).  

The Schlieren texture is a liquid crystal topological orientation which, 

observed under a polarization microscope, consist of dark brushes that come 

together in a singular point and can be twofold or fourfold. The singularity is a 

topological defect which is assigned a certain strength s (Figure 42a). 

If the polyimide substrate is rubbed, the liquid crystal director near the bottom 

has a preferential azimuthal orientation φ (or φ+180°). Due to spin-coating, of 

the liquid crystal an initial radial flow-alignment pattern is present in the 

nematic liquid crystal film. Because the director near the substrate interface 

rotates towards the closest preferential azimuthal orientation determined by 

the rubbing, two different domains are created (Figure 41c). Between the two 

domains there is a -½ disclination line (Figure 42b) consisting of different 

segments which are at angles of about 60o with the rubbing direction, instead 

of the expected 90o (Figure 41c). The configuration with segments at different 

angles has more twist and less splay and bend and thereby reduces the total 

energy of the disclination. We suspect that the disclination line is at the liquid 

crystal/air interface as shown in Figure 42b. 
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  (a)      (b) 
Figure 42 
(a) Singularity of different Schilieren texture (b) Schematic director 
distribution around the -½ disclination line in a thin liquid crystal layer on 
rubbed PI-2610 after spinning. 
 

 
Figure 41 
Texture of a thin nematic liquid crystal film observed by polarization 
microscope on (a) glass (b) non-rubbed polyimide and (c) rubbed polyimided 
after spinning of a drop of 6CHBT in the isotropic phase 

Spin Axis 

               ⊗⊗⊗⊗ 
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OTS and SE1211 are hydrophobic materials with a low surface energy. 

When the liquid crystal is spread out over the substrate, after some time a 

homogeneous layer forms separate drops on the surface spontaneously, 

thereby reducing the total surface energy. When a TEM grid is placed on top 

of the layer, the liquid crystal drop is kept on the surface of the hydrophobic 

alignment layer. A liquid crystal micro drop is placed on the TEM grid and 

excess of liquid crystal is removed by touching the drop with a capillary glass 

tube. The liquid crystal orientation in the pores looks homeotropic, this means 

perpendicular to the substrate. 

The anchoring energy of the homeotropic alignment layers is different for 

different liquid crystal materials. E7and 5CB are deposited on the TEM grid on 

ITO glass, under polarization microscopy the pores of TEM grid look dark and 

therefore the anchoring at the bottom surface is homeotropic (Figure 43). ITO 

coated glass does not induce homeotropic orientation for TL205 and 6CHBT 

liquid crystal in the pores of TEM grid. TL205 and 6CHBT can be oriented 

homeotropic by using OTS. According to Table 6, OTS has a higher contact 

angle with water which is equivalent to lower surface energy, so this confirms 

a relation between a high contact angle and stronger homeotropic anchoring. 

OTS treated glass induces perfectly homeotropic alignment of TL205 in the 

TEM grid. However, the 6CHBT liquid crystal does not orient homeotropically 

on an OTS layer (Figure 44). The alignment layer with lowest surface energy 

is SE1211. To prepare a TEM cell with SE1211 alignment layer, a clean glass 

is spin coated at 1250 rpm and is prebaked at 50 °  C for 1min. Then a TEM 

grid is placed on the glass and heated at 180° for 60min. The TEM grid stick 

on the SE1211 cured layer. A 6CHBT filled TEM grid on SE1211 alignment 

layer is dark under the polarization microscope (Figure 44), at least for the 

larger cavities. With 45° rotating of the grid the liquid crystal remains black, 
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which proves the homeotropic anchoring on a SE1211 layer.  

The liquid crystal near the metallic surfaces of the TEM grid has a bright 

color under the polarization microscope (Figure 45) when oriented under 45o, 

although the liquid crystal in the volume of the TEM grid is oriented 

homeotropic and remains dark under polarization microscope. There are two 

possibilities for the anchoring property of the metallic grid: it induces either 

homeotropic or planar anchoring into the liquid crystal (Figure 46). To 

distinguish between these two possibilities a reference experiment is 

designed. The surface of a hexagonal copper grid is modified with a HTAB 

solution that induces homeotropic anchoring of the liquid crystals, and then it 

is placed on a SE1211 layer. The polarization microscopy image illustrates 

that the metallic surface of the modified grid is much brighter than in the case 

of non modified grids (Figure 47). It shows that when liquid crystal molecules 

are perpendicular to the grid surface the director orientation is more 

homogenously oriented than for the untreated metallic grid. By rotation of the 

stage the image does not become completely dark. From these experiments, 

we can conclude that the anchoring of liquid crystal on the surfaces of an 

untreated metallic grid is not perpendicular to the metallic surface; this fact 

leads to parallel orientation which can freely distribute on the grid surface 

(Figure 48). 

In this section I presented the properties of different alignment layer for 

the liquid crystal/aqueous cell. I showed that the SE1211 is the best choice to 

prepare a TEM grid cell with initial homeotropic orientation.  
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Figure 43 
Liquid crystal alignment in a TEM grid on top of an ITO layer for four 
different liquid crystals. TL205 and 6CHBT are not oriented homeotropically. 
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Figure 44 
Orientation of 6CHBT liquid crystal in the pores of a TEM grid on (a)OTS 
alignment layer and (b) SE1211 alignment layer 
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Figure 45 
The liquid crystal near the metallic surfaces of the TEM grid has a bright 
color under polarization microscope  

(b)
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Figure 46 
The Liquid crystal is oriented either (a) perpendicular to surface of metallic 
grids (homeotropic) or (b) parallel with surface of metallic grids (planar) 
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Cross Polarizer 

Figure 47 
Polarization microscope images of metallic TEM grids filled with 5CB 
shows brightness difference near the surface area of the grids(a)HTAB 
coated metallic TEM grid filled with 5CB liquid crystal (b) Untreated 
metallic TEM grid filled with 5CB liquid crystal 

Top viewTop view
 

Top View 
Figure 48 
The parallel anchoring of liquid crystal on the surface of a metallic 
grid. Liquid crystal molecules are freely oriented, but remain parallel 
to the plane of sidewall. 
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4.3 Liquid Crystal in Open Glass Microstructures 

In this section, the behavior and orientation of nematic liquid crystals in 

micro-structured cavities of only a few tens of micrometers are investigated. 

This reduction in size allows for the integration of a larger number of sensing 

elements per unit surface area. Furthermore, these smaller cavity sizes are 

compatible with integrated photonic circuits based on the tuning of waveguide 

properties in order to fabricate true lab-on-chip devices. 

Figure 49 illustrates liquid crystal drops hosted in 4 µm deep cylindrical 

holes in a glass substrate, under a water drop. The cylindrical holes with 

different diameters are generated by a FIB machine. The dimensions of the 

holes are 1 to 10 µm. This shows that the liquid crystal remains stable (not 

wash away) in the micro containers under a water flow.  

A set of rectangular cavities are also fabricated on a glass substrate using 

FIB milling to show the possibility of initializing the liquid crystal orientation in 

the micro-cavities. The dimensions of the cavities are 40 µm × 40 µm, 20 µm × 

40 µm and 10 µm × 40 µm with depth of 7.5 µm (Figure 50 a). The surfaces of 

the cavities are modified with OTS to initialize homeotropic anchoring. The 

cavities are filled with 5CB liquid crystal. The liquid crystal directors at the 

interface with air and at the OTS treated glass surface (at the bottom) are 

oriented homeotropically so that under the polarization microscope the 

structure appears black (Figure 50 b, d). By putting a water drop on the 

cavities, the liquid crystals are reoriented to a planar orientation at the 

water/liquid crystal interface and gradually change from planar at the top 

surface to homeotropic at the bottom surface (Figure 50 c, e); so the 

polarization microscopy image of the structure becomes colourful. In the 

polarization microscopy image of the cavity with air on top, bright borders  
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Figure 49 
Liquid crystal under a water drop in 4 µm deep holes in glass observed 
by polarization microscope (diameters from 1 to 10 µm). 
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 (d)   (e)              (f) 
Figure 50 
OTS treated cavities with 7.5µm depth on glass (a) SEM image (b) 
polarization microscopy image of 5CB filled cavities in air (c) polarization 
microscopy image of 5CB filled cavities under a water drop (d) side view 
of OTS treated cavity with air at top (e) side view of OTS treated cavity 
with water at top (f)Schematic top view representation of liquid crystal 
director orientation in the OTS treated cavity. Two possible orientations in 
the corners which express bright spot are shown. 
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are visible near the sidewalls which turn to black at the center. In this picture 

the polarizer and analyzer are not in parallel with sides of the cavity, so we 

can distinguish between homeotropic orientations at the center of the cavity 

and the bend orientation near the sidewalls. The OTS treated surfaces induce 

a perpendicular orientation of the liquid crystal director. The combination of 

vertical orientation in the volume of the cavity and horizontal orientation near 

the sides (perpendicular to the side-walls) leads to a continuous reorientation 

near the sides of cavity. It causes optical retardation which exhibits bright 

borders near the sides of the cavity. At the corners of the cavities the liquid 

crystal director is in the bisector plane of the two adjacent edges and the 

polarization microscopy image is bright. The liquid crystals in the corners are 

enforced by two sides and this results in a local 45° orientation with respect to 

the two sides, which leads to a bright spot near the corner (Figure 50f). If the 

corner of the cavity was perfectly sharp, the liquid crystal orientation might be 

either perpendicular or parallel to the bisector plane. Both orientations would 

have the same possibility (Figure 50f). But, with considering the fabrication 

process by ion beam milling which produces a cavity with a circular ion beam 

spot, the corners in the nano scale view is not perfectly sharp and has circular 

curvature caused by the beam shape. With this assumption the direction of 

liquid crystals are perpendicular to the sidewalls and in the curvature of the 

corners are radial. The radial liquid crystal orientation in the corners makes 

liquid crystals to change their direction gently from one sidewall to the 

neighbour sidewall. These experiments demonstrate how the alignment at the 

top surface (parallel or perpendicular) changes the liquid crystal director 

orientation in the whole cavity, which can be visualized by polarization 

microscope. 

Another experiment with a set of rectangular cavities investigates the 
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influence of the depth of the micro-cavities on the reorientation of the liquid 

crystal director. The dimensions of the cavities are 25 µm × 40 µm, with 

different depths: 6.5 µm, 12.5 µm and 16.5 µm. The structured glass substrate 

is cleaned by sonication in iso-propanol and acetone. The sides of the cavities 

are treated with OTS to induce homeotropic alignment. The microcavities are 

then filled with 5CB liquid crystal. A small droplet of liquid crystal is applied to 

the cavities and the surplus is removed with a capillary glass tube.  

The 5CB filled cavities are observed under the polarization microscope, 

when air is present above the liquid crystal (Figure 51). Shallow holes yield 

liquid crystal which is vertically oriented in most of the volume of the layer. 

Deeper cavities show regions which are more colored between crossed 

polarizers, which indicates that the liquid crystal director is making an angle 

with the vertical direction. In addition, many fringes are observed in the deeper 

cavities, showing that the total retardation is larger than a few wavelengths. 

When the polarizers are rotated, there are bright lines near the edges of the 

cavities, which is in agreement with our assumption that the liquid crystal 

director orients perpendicular to the edges (Figure 51b). The experimental 

results of the deep cavity with air at the top surface are not symmetrical 

because of some mechanical forces that stress the top surface during the 

cavity filling. 

Next, a drop of 1 mM SDS in aqueous solution is supplied to the surface 

of the 5CB filled cavities. A thin glass slide is placed over the SDS drop to 

sandwich it between the glass and the liquid crystal interfaces (Figure 52a). 

The amphiphilic SDS molecules typically attach to the water/liquid crystal 

surface and induce homeotropic alignment of the liquid crystal, as has been 

demonstrated in previous experiments in a one-dimensional situation. 
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 Air 

Glass  (a) Side View 

                             (b) Top View 

  
                              (c)                (d)               (e) 

  
         (f)                 (g)                (h) 
Figure 51 
5CB filled cavities below air. (a) Side-view and (b) top-view indicating the 
liquid crystal orientation. (c)-(e) Polarization microscope images of liquid 
crystal filled cavities (polarizer and analyzer orientation indicated on the left). 
The 25 µm×40 µm cavities have depth (c,f) 6.5 µm (d,g) 12.5 µm and (e,h) 
16.5 µm. 
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All the sides of the cavities are treated with OTS and induce homeotropic 

orientation of the liquid crystal director. In the cavities with depths of 6.5 and 

12.5 µm the liquid crystal director orients mainly vertically, yielding a dark 

image under the polarization microscope, while the cavity with 16.5 µm depth 

has a larger region which is not dark (Figure 52b-d). The influence of the OTS 

treated sidewalls is obviously larger for cells with a larger aspect ratio of depth 

over width. Comparing Figure 51 with Figure 52 leads to the conclusion that 

the SDS solution results in darker images (and thus more homeotropic 

orientation) compared to air. 

Finally, the SDS solution is replaced by pure water and consequently, the 

SDS is desorbed from the interface. A thin glass slide is placed over the DI 

water drop (Figure 53a). The image in the polarization microscope is now 

bright because the aqueous/liquid crystal interface leads to a planar 

orientation of the liquid crystal molecules near the interface (Figure 53b-g). In 

these cavities there is no region where the liquid crystal is oriented vertically 

over the entire thickness of the cavity, because in the polarization microscope, 

the dark areas move when rotating the stage over 45°. Also visible in Figure 

53(b)-(d) is the appearance of a defect similar to defects in nematic Schlieren 

textures [88], most likely being a (+1) defect. This defect favors the vicinity of 

one of the corners. For the deepest cavity no defect is visible. 

To study the influence of the SDS concentration, the experiment is 

repeated for different SDS concentrations: 0.04 mM, 0.1 mM, 0.2 mM and 

0.4mM. Figure 54 demonstrates that the transmission through the cavity is 

reduced with increasing SDS concentration. For the shallow cavity (6.5 µm) 

the transmission changes drastically for concentrations from 0.04 mM to 

0.2mM and remains the same for concentrations higher than 0.2 mM. In the 

medium depth cavity, changes in the transmission are visible up to 
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concentrations of 0.4 mM. The deepest cavity (16.5 µm) does not exhibit a 

‘dark state’ even at 1mM concentration (Figure 52d). 

This demonstrates that not only the aspect ratio of depth over width is an 

influential parameter but also the depth of the cavity is an important factor for 

the detection sensitivity of the concentration. Deeper cavities are able to 

distinguish concentrations in a wider range than shallow cavities, but the 

response is limited due to the influence of the side walls. The reorientation of 

the liquid crystal director in the cavity after adding SDS to pure water happens 

in a timeframe of a few seconds, which is acceptable for applications. 

Comparing the experimental results in Figure 52 with Figure 51 illustrates 

that the liquid crystal director orientations in the cases of SDS surfactant and 

air are rather similar (homeotropic alignment). The results for DI water in 

Figure 53 and Figure 51 are quite different (planar alignment). 

In this section I introduced the structuring on glass substrate as an 

alternative container of liquid crystals under water. The OTS treatment is 

presented for the initialization of liquid crystal orientation in the glass micro 

cavities.  Influence of the structure parameters is shown.  I discussed the 

results of my experiments when there is a surfactant solution over the micro 

cavities. 
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Glass 
   (a) Side View 

          
      (b)                   (c)                     (d) 

    
                          (e)                  (f)                    (g) 
Figure 52 
5CB filled cavities covered with 1 mM SDS solution and a glass slide. (a) 
Side-view indicating the liquid crystal orientation. (b)-(g) Polarization 
microscope images of liquid crystal filled cavities (polarizer and analyzer 
orientation indicated on the left). The 25 µm×40 µm cavities have depth (b, e) 
6.5 µm (c, f) 12.5 µm and (d, g) 16.5 µm.  
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 Glass Slide 

DI Water 

Glass 
 (a) Side View 

     
     (b)                 (c)                   (d) 

    
    (e)      (f)    (g)          (f) 
Figure 53 
5CB filled cavities covered with DI water and a glass slide. (a) Side-view 
indicating the liquid crystal orientation. (b)-(g) Polarization microscope 
images of liquid crystal filled cavities (polarizer and analyzer orientation 
indicated on the left). The 25 µm×40 µm cavities have depth (b, e) 6.5 µm 
(c, f) 12.5 µm and (d, g) 16.5 µm (f) +1 Schlieren Texture.  
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Figure 54 
Top view of 5CB filled cavities covered by SDS solution and glass slide 
(polarizer and analyzer at 45°). Top row: depth 6.5  µm, bottom row 12.5 
µm. SDS concentration increases from left to right. Alignment near the 
solution is planar for low SDS concentration and homeotropic for high SDS 
concentration.  
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4.4 Simulation of the orientation 

In order to investigate the steady-state liquid crystal orientation in the 

cavities, full three-dimensional simulations are carried out. The orientation of 

the liquid crystal is found by minimizing the Oseen-Frank free energy 

functional [10] as described in section (3.1 Liquid Crystal Orientation 

Modeling). This free energy contains the energy contributions due to the 

different distortions inside the liquid crystal (splay, twist and bend), together 

with the surface energy terms. The implementation allows using weak or 

degenerate alignments [89]. 

Cuboid cavities of 40 µm by 25 µm and depths of 6 µm and 16.5 µm are 

used in the modeling. For the bottom surface and surrounding sides of the 

cuboids, homeotropic boundary conditions are used, corresponding to the 

alignment of OTS-treated surfaces. For the material parameters of the liquid 

crystal, the values of 5CB are chosen (elastic coefficients K1 = 6.4×10-12 N, K2 

= 3×10-12 N and K3 = 10×10-12 N). The surfaces treated with OTS are modeled 

by strong homeotropic alignment, while the top surface is modeled by a 

Neumann boundary condition (free orientation), a strong homeotropic 

alignment or a planar degenerate alignment. Planar degenerate alignment 

means that the director at the surface is forced to be parallel to the surface, 

but it can take any azimuthal orientation in this plane. The optical transmission 

through the liquid crystal is calculated via the Jones calculation for anisotropic 

materials for a wavelength of 633 nm. 

A good correspondence with the experimental data of Figure 51 (air 

interface) is obtained with a Neumann boundary condition (zero anchoring 

energy) at the top. The simulation result for the shallow cavity shows a large 
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region with vertical liquid crystal director (Figure 55a). The area with near-

vertical orientation decreases with increasing depth of the cavity. A cross-

sectional view of the cavity reveals that the orientation of the liquid crystal in 

the deep cavity is dominated by the sides (Figure 55b). The Jones calculation 

allows determining the optical transmission for the resulting liquid crystal 

director pattern (Figure 56). Figure 56a shows that in the corners of the cavity 

the orientation of the liquid crystal along the bisector yields a bright 

transmission. By rotating the polarizer and analyzer, the dark area in the 

middle remains dark which means that the director orientation is vertical. 

Figure 56a and Figure 51c are slightly different, probably because the air-

liquid crystal interface has a small positive anchoring energy (homeotropic 

orientation is preferred) while in the simulation zero anchoring energy is 

assumed. The Jones transmission result for the deep cavity yields the same 

number of fringes, going from the side to the middle (Compare Figure 51e and 

Figure 56b). 

Second, simulations are performed by applying strong homeotropic 

boundary conditions at the top surface of the cavities in order to model the 

effect of SDS. In this case the shallow cavities lead to a vertical orientation in 

nearly the whole area of the cavity (Figure 55c). For the deeper cavity 

(16.5µm) the side walls induce a stronger effect (Figure 55d). Figure 56c and 

Figure 56d illustrate the optical output of the simulations with strong 

homeotropic anchoring at the top. Because of strong surface anchoring at the 

top surface of the cavity, more liquid crystal is oriented perpendicular to the 

plane of the substrate.  

Finally, the case of DI water is modeled by using a planar degenerate 

boundary condition applied at the upper surface of the liquid crystal (Figure 

55e, f). The liquid crystal director is parallel to the z-axis near the bottom of the 
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cavity and tilts out of the xz-plane for higher z-values, until it is parallel with the 

y axis near the top. Optical outputs for planar anchoring are in Figure 56e and 

Figure 56f. The structure exhibits a defect near the bottom right corner (Figure 

56e), but this depends on the starting conditions of the simulation. Obviously, 

defects in the other corners of the cavity are equivalent, but also defects not at 

the corners are possible because the director orientation in the simulation 

evolves to a local minimum of the free energy.  

In this section I calculate the orientation of the liquid crystals in the micro 

cavities that are presented in the previous section. Using the Jones calculation 

the experiments results are simulated. Understanding  the  orientations  of  the 

liquid crystal in the cavity is necessary for the rest of experiments.
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Neumann boundary condition  
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  (a) 6 µm depth   (b) 16.5 µm depth 
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  (c) 6 µm depth   (d) 16.5 µm depth 
Planar 

    
  (e) 6 µm depth   (f) 16.5 µm depth 
Figure 55 
Simulated orientation of the liquid crystal director in the cavities. The left 
diagrams are for shallow cavities (6 µm) the right diagrams are for deep 
cavities (16.5 µm). (a)-(b) Neumann boundary condition (free) at the top 
interface for air (c)-(d) Homeotropic orientation at the top interface for SDS 
(e)-(f) Planar orientation (degenerate) at the top interface for water. 
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(a)     (b) 

    
(c)     (d) 

    
(e)     (f) 

Figure 56 
Simulated optical transmission (Jones method) with polarizer and analyzer 
in two different positions. Director simulation with free boundary condition for 
cavities with depth 6 µm (a) and 16 µm (b). Director simulation with strong 
homeotropic anchoring for cavities with depth 6 µm (c) and 16 µm (d). 
Director simulation with planar degenerate anchoring for cavities with depth 
6 µm (e) and 16 µm (f).  
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4.5 Surface anchoring energy of surfactant 

The orientation of liquid crystal in the micro-cavities changes with the 

concentration of surfactant in water. The effect of surfactant concentration is 

modeled in this work by changes in the surface anchoring energy. The surface 

energy originates from the interaction of liquid crystal and surfactant 

molecules at the sensing interface. If we represent the director of the liquid 

crystal by the vector ( )n z , and for simplicity we ignore twist angle, weak 

anchoring can be described as: 
cos ( ) sin ( )n z z z xθ θ= ⋅ + ⋅ , (41) 

( ) ( )2 2

1 2

1 1
.

2 2surfacef W n z W n z z d= + × = .(42) 

This form is also known as the Rapini-Papoular expression for surface 

anchoring energy [70]. The first term describes the tendency for vertical 

orientation with weight factor (energy density) W1 and the second term is the 

tendency for horizontal anchoring with weight factor W2. The tilt angleθ  is 

measured relative to the z-axis and varies between zero (homeotropic) to 

/ 2π (planar).The surface energy can be written as: 
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The factor W can be negative or positive. We see that only one factor W is 

necessary to describe weak anchoring. A negative factor means that the liquid 

crystal tends to align planarly, while a positive factor is a tendency to align 

homeotropically. The local distortion energy inside the liquid crystal combines 

both splay and bend deformations and can be expressed as: 

( )

2 2
2 2

1 3

2
2

1 3 3

1 1
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2 2
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2
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d d
F K K

dz dz
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θ θ

   = +   
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 (44) 

where K1 and K3 are the splay and bend elastic constants. Integration of the 

equation (44) over the liquid crystal thickness, gives the total elastic energy 

per unit area: 
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Minimization the right hand side of equation (45) can again be done by using 

variational principles as outlined in [86]: 
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In these equations θ ′  is defined as d
dz
θ . After some algebraic work, the 

conditions become: 
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By assuming 1 3K K K= = , which is a reasonable approximation for most of the 

liquid crystals (e.g. for 5CB: K1 = 6.4×10-12 N, and K3 = 10×10-12 N), the above 

equations reduce to: 
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For the equation (54)  we will not use this form because we can assume 

that the anchoring is very strong. Therefore we can just use the hard boundary 

condition 0(0)θ θ= . Suppose that the anchoring is very weak ( 0W ≈ ), then we 

can see that the derivative should be zero at the interface, which corresponds 

to a Neumann boundary condition. The first equation imposes that θ  varies 

linearly with z in the bulk. If we transform the z coordinate to the 
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dimensionless coordinate /z dζ =  (with 0 1ζ≤ ≤ ), then we obtain the 

following equations: 
( )θ ζ αζ β= +  (55) 

( )
1

2 2 0
2

Wd
sin

K ζ

αζ β α
=

+ + = . (56) 

The term β  is determined by the anchoring condition at the bottom interface 

(z=0) and takes the value 0 for homeotropic anchoring and the value / 2π  for 

planar anchoring. The problem is thus reduced to find the value ofα . This can 

be done by solving the nonlinear equation(56). The solution of this equation is 

shown in Figure 57 for different values of β , namely 0 and / 2π . The value of 

α  is plotted in function of /Wd K . Consider the case for 0β = . For a certain 

range of values of /Wd K  there is only one solution for the nonlinear 

equation(56), namely the trivial solution 0α = . For values which are strongly 

negative there are two possible values of which one is non-zero. A similar 

situation occurs for the case / 2β π= .  

Next we consider a two dimensional cavity with 10×10 µm sizes, and 

assume it is filled with 5CB liquid crystal (K=10×10-12 N). The variation in weak 

surface anchoring energy (W) at the top boundary will change the tilt angle of 

the liquid crystal director at the top surface. In the two dimensional case the 

model of surface anchoring is much more complex but the main conclusions of 

the one dimensional model hold. Figure 57 illustrates the liquid crystal director 

changes for W= -1, -10, -100  µJ/m2. For W=-1 µJ/m2
  liquid crystal at top 

surface are oriented perpendicular to the interface. It is equivalent with 

presence of surfactant at top. To model the dilution of surfactant we applied 

W=-10 µJ/m2
  and -100  µJ/m2, then liquid crystal molecules turn gradually  to 

planar.  
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Figure 57 
(a)Deviation factor α indicating the liquid crystal deformation as a function of 
the anchoring energy W at the top surface of the liquid crystal film. The red
line is for a bottom surface with strong homeotropic anchoring. The black line 
is for a bottom surface with strong planar anchoring. The other lines show the 
influence of the strong pretilt angle at the bottom side of the liquid crystal film. 
(b) Variation in weak surface anchoring at top boundary condition changes 
orientation of liquid crystal at top surface. 
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 The point which marks the transition from one (zero) solution to a 

nonzero solution is an important parameter. This point is determined by the 

condition that not only α must be zero but also both slopes of the function α  

and the function ( )2 2Wd
K sin α− must be equal. In other words, the condition is: 
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Let’s look back to the experiment of Figure 54, it is demonstrated that the 

depth of the cavity is an important parameter for the detection of the 

concentration. We define a minimal detection depth wd  for a certain surface 

anchoring energy. For smaller values of the cavity depth, the liquid crystal will 

appear dark under the polarization microscope. Above this value one will 

obtain a not completely dark image from which the value of W can then be 

estimated. 

Gupta and coworkers have measured the retardation of a 20 µm liquid 

crystal layer in contact with DI water with different concentration of SDS [90]. 

According to our model, the tilt angle of the director at the SDS/liquid crystal 

interface, ( )dθ  determines theα parameter in equation(55). Through equation 

(56) we can calculate the surface anchoring parameterW of the SDS/liquid 

crystal and the results of this calculation are shown in Table 7. Figure 58 

illustrates the variation of the detection depth versus surfactant concentration, 

with marks for the measurement of Reference [90]. Through this result we can 

quantify the concentration of chemical surfactant in aqueous solution by using 

an array of cavities with different depths. In order to be able to measure the 

whole range of W values. In fact, both cavities with planar and homeotropic 

alignment are necessary, with different depths of the two kinds of cavities. 
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In this section I introduced a one dimensional model for the 

concentration of surfactant in the water over a liquid crystal film. This principle 

is valid for two dimensional structure according to our simulations but the 

simple one dimensional model should consider the effect of the sidewalls of 

the cavity. Meanwhile the thickness of liquid crystal film, as an important factor 

for quantifying the concentration of surfactant, is modeled. 
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SDS [mM] Concentration ( )dθ  W [10-6N/m] dw [µm] 

0 90° <-20  
0.3 85° -4.272 1 
0.4 64° -0.709 7 
0.5 56° -0.527 9.5 
0.6 40° -0.355 14 
0.7 20° -0.272 18.5 
0.8 9° -0.254 19.5 
0.9 4° -0.251 20 
1 0° > -0.025  
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Table 7 
Angle of the director orientation at the top interface ( )dθ  as a function of 
the SDS concentration, extracted from [90], together with the estimated 
weak anchoring surface energy, derived using equation (56). dw is the 
detection depth as defined on equation 57. 
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Figure 58 
The detection depth depends on the weak surface anchoring energy 
related to the SDS concentration in the water above the liquid crystal film. 
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4.6 The Liquid crystal microcavity used in an 
integrated photonic circuit 

In this section a photonic structure for detecting the surface anchoring of a 

nematic liquid crystal in contact with a liquid is proposed. The structure 

consists of a microcavity fabricated directly in a glass waveguide. The cavity is 

filled with nematic liquid crystal, and the top surface of the liquid crystal is in 

contact with a fluidic solution.  

The fabrication of the slab waveguide is made with an ion exchange 

method in combination with a photolithographically defined window of 

aluminum. The ion exchange process starts with cleaning a BK7 glass 

substrate. Then the glass substrate is immersed in a molten mixture of nitrate 

salts (1mol AgNO3) / (10mol KNO3) / (10mol NaNO3) which is heated up to 

250°  C. The glass substrate is left in the molten sa lt for 45 minutes. After 

cooling the substrate the glass is cleaned by rinsing with DI water and blowing 

with nitrogen. Then a cavity with 20 µm width and 8 µm depth is fabricated 

with the FIB in the middle of the optical waveguide. The cavity creates a 20 

µm optical gap in the waveguide. The edges of the cavity are very sharp and 

the walls are smooth enough to allow face to face coupling between two 

separated parts of the waveguide.  

The microcavity is then filled with 5CB liquid crystal. A small (0.2 µl) drop 

of liquid crystal is applied to the cavity with a 2 µl micro-pipette. The surplus is 

removed by contacting a capillary glass tube to the surface of the glass. The 

liquid crystal filled cavity appears coloured under the polarization microscope 

(Figure 59). A plastic O-ring with a diameter of 7 mm and height of 5 mm is 

glued with silicone glue on the surface of substrate so that the micro cavity is  
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located in the middle of the O-ring. The O-ring keeps the aqueous solution 

above the micro cavity. The exchange of the solution in the O-ring is done with 

the aid of a plastic pipette (Figure 60). 

Launching the laser light into the sample is done by end fire coupling. 

The edge of waveguide is polished by the FIB to decrease scattering at the 

input aperture and to increase the incoupling efficiency (Figure 61). The 

experimental cell is placed on a stage with two axes of translation, so that the 

height and horizontal location of the waveguide is adjustable.  The source is a 

red laser diode connected to a polarization controlled fiber,  output power of 

the laser at the tip of fiber is about 3mW. The fiber is mounted onto a chuck on 

a stage with three axes of translation. The chuck also has two degrees of 

angular freedom to adjust the direction of the fiber. The other face of the 

waveguide is visualized with an arrangement of lenses and a CCD camera. In 

the experiments an analyzer in parallel with the surface of glass is put in front 

of the CCD camera. When the source and waveguide are out of alignment the 

light diverges in the glass substrate and scatters from the other side of 

substrate. After properly aligning the fiber and the waveguide, the output 

intensity of the waveguide is recorded with the CCD camera. Figure 62 

illustrates the schematic of the setup.  

20µm20µm
 

Figure 59 
Picture of a liquid crystal filled cavity in a waveguide under the polarization 
microscope. Liquid crystal molecules are oriented planar at the bottom of 
the cavity and freely oriented at the liquid crystal/air interface, resulting in 
hybrid alignment. 
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Figure 60 
(a) The optical cell includes a plastic O-ring on a glass waveguide with which 
is put on a stage with an optical fiber at the left and an objective lens at the 
right (b) waveguide running from bottom to top and cavity intersecting the 
waveguide. 
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(a)   (b) 
Figure 61 
Edges of the waveguide polished with the FIB using a high current ion beam. 
(a) SEM image of a channel waveguide with a 6µm diffusion window (b) 
Polished edge of slab waveguide  

  
Figure 62 
Schematic of the experimental setup, it consists of an optical glass 
waveguide with a liquid crystal micro-cavity, on which a plastic O-ring is 
glued. Red laser light is launched through a polarized controlled fiber into the 
waveguide from the left and the output light is magnified by the objective lens 
at the right and projected on a CCD camera.   
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The experiment is started by adjusting the polarization of output light from 

fiber parallel with surface of glass (TE mode). The analyzer in front of CCD 

camera is also in parallel with TE mode. The O-ring is filled with DI water. The 

output light intensity is recorded every minute. Then the DI water is exchanged 

for an aqueous solution containing surfactant. The O-ring volume is filled with 

1mM SDS solution. The initially present DI water induces planar anchoring to 

the interface of liquid crystal cavity; hence liquid crystals are initially oriented 

planar on the surface of liquid crystal. When the SDS solution is introduced, 

homeotropic anchoring to the interface of liquid crystal cavity results, and the 

liquid crystal director is aligned perpendicular to the surface. Figure 63 

illustrates the optical power changes versus time. Inducing SDS solution 

increase the output power. Desorption of SDS reduces the power intensity. 

One important problem in the experiments is that sometimes, the liquid crystal 

starts to disperse in the aqueous solution. Then the transmitted optical power 

will become unstable. Two experiments in Figure63 show the repeatability of 

the experiments. However at the end of one experiment it is visible that the 

power keeps decreasing which is most probably due to the dispersion of liquid 

crystal in the aqueous solution. 

The main goal of these experiments is to show that a change at the liquid 

crystal aqueous interface is able to effectively modulate the amplitude of 

output light. The efficiency of setup may increase if the fiber to waveguide 

coupling is improved by polishing the edges of the glass substrate. Fixing the 

fiber connection would reduce the movement of fiber during fluidic exchange.  

Including this setup in a Mach-Zehnder configuration will give the 

possibility for phase shift measurements. Considering that a continuous 

variation in concentration of the surfactant leads to a continuous variation in 

the top surface anchoring energy, it is interesting to quantify the phase shift of 
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the light traveling through the microcavity. Such a phase shift measurement 

can be implemented in a Mach-Zehnder setup. 

Using a waveguide array in combination with cavities with different depths 

should make it possible to measure the concentration quantitatively over a 

large range. The setup could also be improved by preventing mechanical 

fluidic forces on the aqueous/liquid crystal interface using a fluidic polymer 

channel and controllable syringe pump.  
 

 
Figure 63 
The output optical power of TE polarized light versus time. 

4.7 Numerical simulation of photonic liquid crystal 
detector 

Modeling the light propagation in the photonic liquid crystal detector 
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should include the light propagation in the waveguide, the multiple reflections 

between the sidewalls of the liquid crystal cavity, and the scattering of light in 

the anisotropic space of the cavity due to the complex graded index change in 

the volume of the liquid crystal. A traditional wave solver for such a complex 

problem is the FDTD method, which is introduced in section (3.2.2 Finite 

Difference Time Domain Method). The FDTD method models optical 

phenomena by finding numerical solutions for Maxwell’s complete set of 

differential equations. A light source in the FDTD simulation is defined by a 

time varying distribution of electric field (TE mode) at the input aperture of the 

waveguide that starts at the beginning of the transient state. The use of a 

continuous wave source is important for steady state modeling. The impulse 

response of a system may be obtained by applying a pure Dirac Delta function 

or a half sine function. A half sine function has less contribution of higher 

frequencies. In this section we use this function for the time variation of the 

source, which is an electric current density J at the surface of input aperture, 

to excite the main TE mode: 
E

H J
t

∂ε
∂

= ∇ × −
r

 (58) 

The FDTD space of the simulation is defined by the local dielectric 

constant or tensor. In this work it consists of the dielectric constant profile of 

the waveguide in the glass substrate, and the anisotropic dielectric tensor of 

the liquid crystal in the cavity.  

Firstly, the refractive index profile of the waveguide is calculated from the 

ion exchange model that is described in section (2.5 Ion Exchange for 

Waveguide Fabrication). Ion exchange waveguide fabrication method and 

similar methods such as direct femtosecond laser writing [91-92] keep the 

optical properties of glass close to the refractive index of the liquid crystal. The 
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approximate refractive index matching between the glass waveguide and the 

liquid crystal reduces back reflections from sides of the hole and makes a 

glass waveguide an interesting option for our goal. We decide to use the ion 

exchange method since the aperture of ion exchange optical waveguides is 

wide enough to shine into the liquid crystal volume. An optical waveguide is 

fabricated using K+ ions. The self diffusion factor for potassium ions is 

1.61µm2/hr at 400°  C and α is 0.1 [93]. The maximum refractive index change 

for pure potassium nitrate is and 0.0084. The process is run for 4 hours 

through a 6µm diffusion window. The designed waveguide was characterized 

by a finite element method that is developed in our research group [75]. The 

electric field pattern of the first TE mode is applied as input the FDTD analysis 

for 633nm wavelength, TENeff=1.5136, TMNeff=1.5135 (Figure 64). The liquid 

crystal orientation in the cavity is simulated by a numerical method which is 

described in section (3.1 Liquid Crystal Orientation Modeling) In the simulation 

the elastic parameters of 5CB liquid crystal are considered. Its ordinary 

refractive index and extra ordinary refractive index are 1.5295 and 1.7083 

respectively at 633nm wavelength. Four cases are studied  

1) OTS treated cavity filled with 5CB with DI water at top interface  

2) OTS treated cavity filled with 5CB with SDS at top interface  

3) Glass micro-cavity without OTS treatment filled with 5CB with SDS at top 

interface  

4) Glass micro-cavity without OTS treatment filled with 5CB with DI water at 

top interface.  
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   (a)     (b) 
Figure 64 
Optical glass waveguide made from K+ ion exchange (a) cross view of 
refractive index profile (b) main guided mode pattern at 633nm. 
 

Since the OTS treatment and SDS surfactant apply homeotropic 

anchoring on the substrate they are modeled with director perpendicular to the 

surface as boundary condition. DI water applies planar orientation in contact 

with liquid crystal and it can be modeled by parallel director boundary 

condition. The dielectric constants tensor is extracted from the orientation 

distribution according to the formulas that are described in section (3.1 Liquid 

Crystal Orientation Modeling)  

When a half sine of the electric field pattern is applied at the input 

aperture of waveguide, it couples light to the model of the waveguide with a 

liquid crystal cavity, the phase and amplitude of the output light allow to 

determine the phase and amplitude difference between DI or SDS in the 

microcavity. Figure 65 shows that the light wave travels faster and that the 

maximum amplitude of the pulse wave is higher when strong homeotropic 

anchoring is applied to the top interface (SDS solution model). It corresponds 

with the experimental data of Figure 63a. For planar anchoring at top, the 
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amplitude is 64% lower and there is 1.1 femtosecond delay, which is 

equivalent to a 23°+5 ×180° phase shift (DI model). It shows that we can 

measure very low concentrations of the surfactant by this method. Considering 

the extreme case of pure contrast between ordinary and extra-ordinary mode, 

the maximum retardation can be estimated as (2πd×∆n/λ≅6π), so the value of 

the simulation is acceptable. The reduction in the amplitude happens because 

of scattering of light in the cavity. The hybrid orientation of liquid crystals 

scatters light more than the uniformly oriented liquid crystal director. 

Meanwhile, the planar oriented liquid crystal director provides the extra-

ordinary refractive index for the propagation of light, so that it travels more 

slowly and the output appears with delay. 

The liquid crystal cavity without OTS treatment illustrates a similar result 

with a larger phase difference by aqueous solution exchange at the top 

interface (Figure 65). Although the OTS treated cavities give a more important 

effect for the observation by polarization microscopy, in the photonic circuit 

detection device, the cavities with planar anchoring amplify the optical effects 

of the aqueous/liquid crystal interface better. 
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Figure 65 
Integration of optical power at the end of the waveguide.  
(time step=2.6×10-18sec) 

4.8 Biochemical Receptors 

An important factor for biosensing is design of a device for detecting a 

certain protein or molecule. We examined binding of spreptavidin on the liquid 

crystal-aqueous interface laden with biotinylated phospholipids. Specifically 

bound avidin was able to trigger orientational transition of 5CB, which 

appeared as dendritic brush structures in originally dark image observed by 

polarization microscopy (Figure 66a). This experiment suffers from nonspecific 

interactions. In collaboration with polymer chemistry and biomaterials research 

group of Gent university: Irene Bartolozzi, Štěpán Popelka, Jordi Gironès, we 
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challenged the problem with synthesizing new receptors. The limited solubility 

of the receptor molecules and lack of ionizable groups that could drive the 

orientation at the liquid crystal-aqueous interface were problems. We 

synthesized some liquid crystal derived components such as BAPA-CHBT and 

APB-CHBT. Experiments showed that these substances are very difficult do 

dissolve in water in order to be deposited on liquid crystal-aqueous interface 

(Figure 66b). This investigation still needs new ideas. 

 

 

 
Figure 66 
(a) Polarization microscopy image of streptavidin aggregation on 5CB liquid 
crystal film in a Cu TEM grid with 285 µm width and 20 µm depth. 
Streptavidin assemblies formed on 5CB liquid crystal interface laden 
biotinylated phospholipids induce change orientation of liquid crystal from 
homeotropic to planar (bright parts). (b) BAPA-CHBT micro crystals mixed in 
6CHBT liquid crystal. The insoluble micro-crystals are visible on the interface 
of 6CHBT liquid crystal and water. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and outlook 

In this work we have experimentally demonstrated and explained the 

interaction between liquid crystal, water and solid surfaces. It was observed 

that a water drop on a liquid crystal film can push away the liquid crystal layer 

and touch the substrate surface. Using an alignment layer on a solid substrate 

changes the surface anchoring energy. We have seen, homeotropic alignment 

usually occurs when the surface-air energy is low, so the homeotropic 

alignment layers are normally hydrophobic. In our experiments, the more 

hydrophilic materials (glass, nylon and PI-2610) align the liquid crystal (E7 and 

6CHBT) parallel, the more hydrophobic materials (ITO, OTS and SE1211) 

yield homeotropic alignment. SE1211 is a stronger homeotropic alignment 

layer than OTS. The advantage of OTS is that it is useful for treatment of 

microstructures while because of spin coating of SE1211, there is no control 

on actual shape of SE1211 layer.  

The behavior and orientation of nematic liquid crystals in micro-structured 

cavities of only a few tens of micrometers was investigated. Such a reduction 

in size allows for the integration of a larger number of sensing elements per 

unit area and makes the cavities compatible with integrated photonic circuits. 

This opens the way to realize a photonic liquid crystal biosensor based on the 

tuning of waveguide properties. Compared to previous studies of liquid 

crystals for biodetection, we have investigated cavities with substantially 

smaller dimensions. The experiments demonstrate how the alignment at the 

sidewalls of the micro cavity plays an important role in the reorientation and 

measuring range.  

In order to investigate the steady-state liquid crystal orientation in the 

cavities, full three-dimensional simulations are carried out. The orientation of 
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the liquid crystal director is found by minimizing the Oseen-Frank free energy 

functional. This free energy contains the energy contributions due to different 

distortions inside the liquid crystal together with the surface energy terms. The 

effect of the surfactant concentration is modeled by changes in the surface 

anchoring energy W. According to our model, the surface anchoring 

parameter of the SDS/liquid crystal interface determines the tilt angle of the 

liquid crystal director at the SDS/liquid crystal interface. Through this fact we 

can quantify the concentration of chemical surfactant in aqueous solution. We 

defined a minimal detection depth wd  for a certain surface anchoring energy. 

For smaller values of the cavity depth, the liquid crystal appears dark under 

the polarization microscope. Above this value one will obtain a not completely 

dark image from which the value of W can then be estimated. Using an array 

of cavities with different depths provides a means to measure the whole range 

of W values. In fact two types of cavities with planar and homeotropic 

alignments at the bottom surface and with different depths should be used. 

Finally a photonic structure with a liquid crystal microcavity fabricated 

directly in a glass waveguide, was introduced. The cavity is filled with nematic 

liquid crystal, and the top surface of the liquid crystal is in contact with a fluidic 

solution. It is demonstrated that a change at the liquid crystal aqueous 

interface effectively modulates the output light. 

At the end of this work we can identify a number of interesting topics 

which could not be investigated due to the limited time of my PhD. The 

experiments have been carried out with SDS as surfactant; it would be 

interesting to try other surfactants and especially to investigate phospholipid 

mixtures and biotinylated molecules.  

It is suggested to fabricate an array of glass microcavities with different 

depths, and with and without OTS treatment. The quantitative detection of 
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surfactant concentration can be examined with this setup.  

It seems interesting to fabricate a prototype liquid crystal photonic sensor 

based on the interferometric principle or to make another setup based on a 

liquid crystal tunable micro-ring resonator.  
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